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Federal Register on May 1,1991 (56 FR'
19995).
Combined public information/environmental scoping meetings on the proposed
Program were held in seven states in June
1./Based on the feedback received
from these meetings, Western developed
^alternatives to be analyzed in the EIS.
"Puttie alternatives workshops were held
m eight cities in Western's service area
furing March and April 1992.
President Bush signed EPAct into law
on October 24,1992. Section 114 of.
EPAct requires the preparation of IRPs by
Western's customers, and amends Title II
of the Hoover Power Plant Act of 1984.
Western adjusted its proposed Program to
fully incorporate the provisions of this
law.
The draft EIS was printed and distributed during March of 1994. Notices of
availability for the draft EIS were published in the Federal Register by Western
on March 31,1994 (59 FR 15198), and by
the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) on April 1,1994 (59 FR 15409).
Eight public hearings were held throughout Western's service area during the 45day public comment period. Western did
not identify a preferred alternative in the
draft JSIS, but solicited input from interested parties and the public as to what
they thought the appropriate alternative
should be.
Because the Program is also a rulemaking action, Western conducted a public process under the Administrative
Procedure Act (APA), coordinated with
the ongoing NEPA process. A notice of
the proposed Program was published in
the Federal Register on August 9,1994
(59 FR 40543), with seven public information/comment forums held at various locations during September 1994
With input from oral and written comments from both the NEPA and APA
processes, Western modified the EIS
alternatives where appropriate, and
revised the draft EIS. ThefinalEIS was
distributed to the public on June 27,1995.
The EPA notice of availability was published on July 21,1995 (60 FR 37640).
ThefinalEIS identified an agency preferred alternative, a combination of features from Alternatives 5 and 6, as presented in the draft EIS. The alternatives
considered in the EIS are described in the
following section.
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ACTION: Record of Decision.
SUMMARY: The Department of Energy,
Western Area Power Administration
(Western) completed a draft and final
environmental impact statement (EIS),
DOE/EIS-0182, on its Energy Planning and
Management Program (Program).
Western is publishing this Record of
Decision (ROD) to adopt the Program,
which will require the preparation of integrated resource plans (IRP) by Western's
long-term firm power customers, and
establish a framework for extension of
existing firm power resource commitments to customers.
DATES: Western will proceed to take
action with the publication of this ROD.
All parties who have previously expressed
an interest in the Program will be notified
and copies of the ROD made available to
them.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Robert C. Fullerton, Western Area Power
Administration, P.O. Box 3402, A3100,
Golden, CO 80401-0098,(303)275-1610
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Western has prepared this ROD pursuant
to the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969 (NEPA), Council on
Environmental Quality NEPA implementing regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508),
and DOE NEPA implementing regulations
(10 CER Part 1021). This ROD is based on
information contained in the "Energy
Planning and Management Program
Environmental Impact Statement,"
DOE/EIS-0182, and related coordination
with agencies, power customers, interested groups, and individuals. Western has
considered all comments received on the
proposed Program in preparing this ROD.
The final Program also implements the
provisions of section 114 of the Energy
Policy Act of 1992 (EPAct), Public Law
102-486.
Background
Western proposed the Program in concept
on April 19,1991 (56 FR16093). The goal
of the Program was, and is, to require
planning and efficient energy use by
Western's long-termfirmpower customers and to extend Western's firm
power resource commitments as contracts expire. Western published its
noticaoIinJgqktQjjrepare an EIS in the

Alternatives
The EIS evaluated a total of 13 alternatives, including a no-action alternative.
All but the no-action alternative comprised different approaches to implementing the proposed Program. The two parts
of the proposed Program are the IRP pro-

l°/lji

vision and the Power Marketing Initiative
(PMI). The IRP provision requires customers to prepare IRPs, and establishes
administrative procedures and requirements. Small customers could be exempt
from the IRP requirement, but would still
have to accomplish some resource planning on a simpler scale as needed.
Options for the PMI include PMI
Extensions, PMI Limited Extensions, and
PMI Non-extensions. These options,
which are explained more fully in the EIS,
include varying amounts of existing
resources (from 90 to 100 percent of the
present commitments) that would be
extended to Western's power customers,
varying the lengths of contracts (from 10
to 35 years), determining the existence
and size of a resource pool ranging from 0
to 10 percent, establishing options for
how pooled resources would be generally
allocated, and setting penalties for noncompliance.
The alternatives in the EIS consisted of
various reasonable combinations of the
above components. The summary of the
EIS contains a table, Table S.3, which concisely describes the principal attributes of
each alternative. That table is reprinted
here. The no-action alternative assumes
the continuation of Western's Guidelines
and Acceptance Criteria for the
Conservation and Renewable Energy
Program. The alternatives are not
described in further detail here, as they
are combinations of the components discussed above, and the EIS analysis did not
reveal any important differences in
impacts among the alternatives, except
with the no-action alternative.
All alternatives had positive impacts
when compared to no action, as each
alternative would encourage energy efficiency on the part of Western's customers. The predicted effect of the
Program within Western's service territory is reduced energy usage of approximately 2 to 6 percent in the year 2015,
depending on the alternative. Western's
customers are forecast to use 5 to 15 percent less energy in 2015, depending on the
alternative. Within Western's service territory, the savings varies from area to
area, depending primarily on the amount
of conservation activity already accomplished and the number and type of existing energy-efficient buildings.
The energy saved reduces the need for
generation which, in turn, reduces pollution as compared with the no action alternative. Although small when compared
with regional generation needs, the reduction of emissions in absolute terms is
important A typical 500-megawatt coal
plant produces about 2,600 tons of sulphur oxides, 5,200 tons of oxides of nitro-
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gen, 500 tons of total suspended particulates, and 3.2 million tons of carbon dioxide annually. The Program alternatives
are estimated to reduce annual emissions
by the equivalent of one to two such coal
plants in 2015.
With the exception of the no action
alternative, the effects among alternatives
are very similar, positive, and in many
cases within the level of uncertainty of the
analyses. The summary tablesof impacts
included in the EIS (Tables S.5 and S.6)
show that each alternative except the noaction alternative is environmentally
preferable in some impact category.
Because of the small differences in
impacts, their positive nature, and the
uncertainty inherent in the future projections, none of the alternatives was clearly
superior to the others in terms of overall
environmental impact Therefore,
although none of the action alternatives
can be regarded as environmentally
preferable overall, each of them is environmentally preferable when compared to
the no-action alternative.
Scoping Issues Not Addressed
Anumber of issues were raised during the
scoping process that were determined to
be outside the scope of the EIS. These
issues included transmission access,
incentive rates and rate design, and river
and dam operations. Western already has
an open transmission access policy.
Bates and rate design are accomplished
under a separate public rate setting
process as set forth in 10 CFR 903, and
are not a part of a power marketing plan.
River and dam operations are not determined by Western, but by the operating
agencies, usually the Bureau of
Reclamation (Reclamation) or the Corps
of Engineers.

tracts signed pursuant to the PMI would
not be subject to termination if an
IRP/small customer plan is disapproved.
In recognition of the fact that extension
contracts will make the penalty provisions
of section 114 of EPAct applicable to customers immediately, thefinalrule will
allow extension contracts to be unconditionally offered for execution no sooner
than the effective date of the final regulations.
The second modification involves the
applicability of penalty provisions for nonsubmittal of annual progress reports in a
timely manner, as described in the EIS. In
the final regulations, the penalty provision
will not be applied to nonsubmittal or
untimely submittal of annual reports.
There are two reasons for this change:
EPAct does not provide for application of
a penalty in this circumstance, and a
penalty would be harsh and out of proportion to the importance of annual report
submittal.
In the final regulations, two decisions
will be made that are within ranges set
forth in the preferred alternative. The
term of contract is established at 20 years,
within the range of 18-20 years analyzed
for the preferred alternative. For the •
Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin ProgramEastern Division and the Loveland Area
Projects, the final rule establishes an initial resource pool of 4 percent, with two
additional increments of up to 1 percent
each, 5 and 10 years into the extension
term.
Responses to Late Comments on the
Program

Several comment letters were received
postmarked after May 16,1994, the close
of the comment period on the EIS, and
too late to be incorporated in the final
, EIS. The following section summarizes
Modifications to the Preferred
those comments and addresses them.
Alternative
1. Comment: Program implementation
Two minor modifications to the prein Texas should mean less need for enerferred alternative were found to be necesgy, which would lead to less water
sary to make the final EIS consistent with
demand for power generation at the
the final Program regulations, which will
Falcon and Amistad projects. Texas law
be published in the Federal Register
permits but doe$ not mandate integrated
shortlyafterpublicationofthisROD. The
resource planning, and the Texas Public
modifications are procedural or adminisUtility Commission has many IRP eletrative in nature, and do not affect the
ments in place. Comprehensive IRP rules
analyses in the EIS.
are under consideration in Texas. Several
utilities are experimenting with IRP
The first modification involves the timprocesses. Texas requires biennial filings
ing of extension contract offers to cusof long-term forecasts and capacity
tomers of the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin
resource plans from all generating utiliProgram-Eastern Division and the
ties, including municipal utilities. Several
Loveland Area Projects. The EIS indi' utilities in Texas have achieved significant
cates that extension contracts would be
demand-side management program
offered upon publication of the ROD in
impacts since 1981, and the PUC has had
the Federal Register, subject to subsea biennial energy efficiency, reporting rule
quent approval of the submitted IRP/small
since August of 1984 The Texas PUC has
customer plan. Under thefinalrule con-

not completed an IRP review process for
any utility. Two footnotes in Chapter 3 of
the draft EIS refer incorrectly to a point of
contact at the Texas PUC. Table 3.9 in the
draft EIS does not give sufficient recognition to the status of IRP in Texas. The
draft EIS does not adequately emphasize
the Texas PUC's requirement for demand
and supply-side solicitation as part of its
power plant licensing regulations (Texas
Office of State-Federal Relations).
Response: Since Western's resources
are favorably priced in comparison to
other sources of power, energy efficiency
improvements resulting from IRP implementation would result in conservation of
thermal resources or purchased electricity other than hydropower. No impact on
hydropower generation will take place.
The information on the status of IRP in
Texas was largely derived from national
surveys that are regarded as authoritative
in the utility industry. Obviously, the best
source of information on the status of
Texas PUC practices and regulations is
the PUC itself. Western accepts the information provided by this commenter as
authoritative.
2. Comment: The direct environmental
impacts of thermal generation cannot be
known until the location and projected
emission levels are known. In the
absence of this information, we can only
express our concern about the potential
impacts of locating plants in ozone nonattainment areas in the state of Texas
(Texas Natural Resource Conservation
Commission).
Response: Western agrees that the
location of new generation is an important factor that influences air quality.
Western's Program will increase efficient
energy use and, compared with no action,
will reduce the need for new generation.
Any entity proposing new thermal generation for construction must apply for necessary permits from appropriate authorities such as the State of Texas.
3. Comment: It is more practical and
environmentally sound to make contract
extension and allocation decisions on a
project-by-project basis, as Western has
done in the past A project-by-project
"approach will make it easier for Western
to coordinate its efforts with those of the
Bureau of Reclamation. The power contract extension alternatives proposed by
Western may create unrealistic expectations among Western's customers, which
maybe difficult to satisfy in the event of
future changes in the operations of
Reclamation dams. Decisions should not
be made now on the marketing of power
during time periods more than ten years
into the future. Western's draft EIS may
lock in resources to an inappropriate

degree. Western needs to analyze the
environmental effects of (1) rewarding
customers that conserve energy with a
larger power allocation, (2) providing
power to entities that intend to meet
future power needs with fossil fuel-fired
generation, and (3) providing more
Western power for fish and wildlife purposes. Trie impacts of increasing the
costs of Western's power also need to be
evaluated (Bureau of Reclamation).
Response: The final Program provides
a general framework for marketing
Western's long-term firm hydroelectric
resources. Many project-specific determinations are necessary before any final
decisions can be made on marketing
power. Such important issues as the
resource available for marketing in the
future, the size of a resource pool, any
adjustments to the size of this pool, and
allocation criteria for new customers
must be decided on a project-specific
basis, with public input and appropriate
environmental documentation. Projectspecific decisions will need to be made on
whether to apply the Power Marketing
Initiative to Western's projects in the
future, such as the Colorado River Storage
Project and the Central Valley Project All
of these decisions will be made in the
future, and on a project-specific basis.
Western is not making decisions today
about all of the specifics of power marketing in the future.
The Program will not create unrealistic expectations among Western's power
customers. Project specific extension
percentages will be applied to the marketable resource determined to be available at the time future resource extensions begin. This approach will allow
Western to accommodate changes in
operations by the generating agencies
before the extension term begins. The
Program also allows Western to adjust its
marketable resources on 5 years' notice
after the extension term starts. This feature allows the flexibility to respond to
changing operations or hydrology.
Western's customers have been made
aware of these Program features.
Suggestions on how Western might
allocate its power to new customers will
be addressed during project-specific allocation processes in the future. For the
two projects initially covered by the
Power Marketing Initiative, resource pool
size was determined based upon meeting
a fair share of the needs of new customers
within a project-specific marketing area.
For other projects, the fair share needs of
new customers will be determined at a
time closer to the expiration date of existing contracts.
Rates are not analyzed as part of the

Program EIS, as they are outside the
scope of the Program. Rate issues should
be addressed within Western's long-established public ratemaking process.
At a congressional hearing on June 16,
1994, the tommissioner of Reclamation
expressed support for the Program proposal as documented in the testimony of
Deputy Secretary of Energy White At the
hearing, Commissioner Beard stated that
Deputy Secretary White's testimony
"reflects a very thorough attempt to look
at the problem and to come forward with.
. . a very unique and innovative set of solutions."
Beard continued: "I think the changes
that [Deputy] Secretary White is recommending and that Western is going to be
pursuing will help u s . . . be able to deal
with future'problems... quicker and
faster." WAPA Allocation of
Hydroelectric Power: Oversight Hearing
before the Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigations of the Committee on
Natural Resources, House of
Representatives, 103rd Congress, Second
Session at 141-42 (June 16,1994).
Decision
' Western has selected the preferred
alternative as described in the final EIS,
with the modifications described earlier in
this document, as its proposed action.
This alternative best meets Western's
Program requirements and the needs of
Western's customers, while being responsive to the comments received on the proposed Program. The proposed action falls
between Alternatives 5 and 6, described in
the EIS, in terms of its component provisions. The specific impacts of the proposed action will fall somewhere between
those identified for Alternatives 5 and 6,
which are very similar to each other.
Essential elements of the proposed action
includerequiringIRPs for Western's longterm firm power customers, with a small
customer provision for those customers
with total energy sales or usage of 25
gigawatt-hoursorless. The extension
period for Federal power resources will
be 20 years.
\
Projecfcspecific extensions over the
entire contract term will be not less than
94 percent of the resource determined to
be available at the time new contracts are
signed for the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin
Program - Eastern Division and the
Loveland Area Projects; the percentage
will be determined later for other projects. A resource pool of up to 6 percent
will be established for these two projects,
consisting of an initial pool of,4 percent,
with additional withdrawal opportunities
of up to 1 percent 5 and 10 years into the
contractterm. The pool may be used for

allocations to new customers, customer
development of new technologies for conservation or renewable resources, and
contingencies. Decisions on pools for
other projects will be made at a later date.
Allocations may be adjusted on 5 years'
notice for changes in operations and
hydrology. This does not mean that any
changes in operations will have to be
deferred for 5 years; changes can be '
implemented immediately. Any shortfall
in generation will be replaced with purchases or other resources until allocation
adjustments are made. Purchased
resources will be evaluated in an internal
IRP process recently adopted through a
separate public process. Project use withdrawals will be made in accordance with
the principles set forth in existing marketing plans and contracts. The Program will
carry the progressive penalty provisions
prescribed in EPAct
The IRP provision will be effective for
all of Western's customers following publication of the final rule under the APA
process. The PMI will be in effect for the
Pick-SloaiuMissouri Basin Program Eastern Division and the Loveland Area
Projects initially. Its application to the
Salt Lake City Integrated Projects marketing plan will be determined following
completion of the separate NEPA process
currently under way on marketing before
2004. PMI application to the Central
Valley Project will be evaluated during the
project-specific NEPA process for the
marketing of power after the year 2004.
Application of the PMI to projects in the
Phoenix Area will be considered closer to
the time the existing power contracts
expire.
No Mitigation Action Plan will be prepared for the Program, as the proposal
involves no construction, and no mitigation was identified as necessary to implement the Program.
Issued at Golden, Colorado, September
21,1995.
J. M. Shafer
Administrator

TABLE S.3.-SUMMARY OF ENERGY PLANNING AND

MANAGEMENT PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
Program Alternatives

No
action
Program
components

EMP

PMI limited
extension

PMI extension

1

2

3

4

5

C&RE
G&AC

IRP

IRP

IRP

IRP with
Small
Customer
Provision

25 yrs

35 yrs

15 yrs

6

7

•

IRP with
IRP with
Small
Small
Customer Customer
Provision Provision
25 yrs

35 yrs

9

10

11

12

13

IRP

IRP

IRP with
Small
Customer
Provision

IRP

IRP with
Small
Customer
Provision

IRP with
Small
Customer
Provision
18-20 years

Varies

8

15 yrs b

.Percentage
Allocation

Varies

8

98%

95%

90%

98%

95%

90%

98%

100% e

Resource
Pool

None d

2%

5%

10%

2%

5%

10% .

2%

None

Adjustment
Provisions

None "

limited

1 adjust.

2 adjust.

Limited

1 adjust.

Penalty
Provision

10%
With- .
drawal

a
b
c
d
e
f.
g

0

b

b

b

b

Preferred

8

Extension
Period

b

PMi nonextension

25 yrs

b

2 adjust. 5 yr notice

10 yrs

None

c

e

10 yrs

Varies

a

Varies

100% e

Varies

a

Varies

None

None "

none "

Varies 9

None "

noned

5 year
notice

None

c

6

0

0

8

a

0

Varies f

10% to 30% surcharge, see Figure 2.1 and Table 2.4
Optional 10% power reduction

To be determined by project-specific marketing plan.
.
Contract extension begins at time of current contract expiration. Contracts are executed upon receipt of IRP by Western.
Contract extensions are executed at the time of IRP approval; extension will provide resource certainty to a customer for 10 years from the date of IRP approval. After 10 years,
power marketing will be determined by project-specific marketing plans.
Unless provided by project-specific marketing plan.
Western assumes that the percent allocation after the limited extension period will be determined by project-specific marketing plans: For purposes of analysis, this draft EIS
assumes a 90% allocation after the expiration of the 10-year extension period.
Project-specific extensions of no less than 94% for the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Program-Eastern Division and the Loveland Area Projects; percentage to be determined for
other projects,
. Total resource pool of up to 6% for the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Program-Eastern Division and Loveland Area Projects, which Includes both an initial pool followed by additional
withdrawal opportunities 5_and 10 years into the contract; other projects to be determined.
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Western Area Power Administration
10 CFR Part 905
Energy Planning and Management
Program

AGENCY: Western Area Power
Administration, DOE.
ACTION: Final rule.
SUMMARY: The Western Area Power
Administration is publishing this final rule
to adopt an Energy Planning and
Management Program. The Program is
being developed in part to implement section 114 of the Energy Policy Act of 1992.
The Program requires the preparation of
integrated resource plans by Western's
customers and establishes a framework
for extension of existing firm power
resource commitments.
EFFECTIVE DATE: These regulations will
become effective November 20,1995.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
For additional information, please contact
Robert CFullerton
Western Area Power Administration
P.O. Box 3402, A3100
Golden, CO 80401-0098
(303)275-1610
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
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L Background
On April 19,1991, the Western Area
Power Administration (Western) proposed an Energy Planning and
Management Program (Program) (56 FR
16093). The goal of the Program was to
require planning and efficient electric
energy use by Western's long-term firm
power customers and to extend Western's
firm power s o u r c e commitments. On
May 1,1991, Western announced its intention to prepare an environmental impact
statement (EIS) on the Program due to
potentially significant environmental and
economic issues that may be of interest to
the public (56 FR19995). Combined public information/environmental scoping
meetings on the Program were held in 7
states in June of 1991. Based on the feedback received from these meetings,
Western developed alternatives to be analyzed in the EIS. Alternatives workshops
were held in eight cities during March and
April 1992. Based on further public input
received during these workshops, as well
as comments previously received,
Western announced a tentative preferred
alternative for the EIS in a Program
newsletter in June of 1992.
On October 24,1992, the President
signed the Energy Policy Act of 1992
(EPAct), Public taw 102-486, into law.
Section 114 of that legislation requires the
preparation of integrated resource plans
(ERP) by Western's customers and amends
Title II of the Hoover Power Plant Act of
1984. Western has adjusted its Program to
reflect fully the provisions of this law.
On March 31,1994, a notice of public
availability of the draft EIS was published
in the Federal"Register (59 FR 15198).
•The Environmental Protection Agency
also published a notice of availability of
the draft EIS on April 1,1994, officially
starting a 45-day public comment period.
Eight hearings were held throughout
Western's service territory, with more
than 130 members of the public in attendance. About 200 written comments were
received on the draft EIS.
lite Program goal is to promote the efficient use of electric energy by Western's
customers and to extend Western's long-

term firm power resource commitments in
support of customer IRPs. A major purpose of this action is to assure the customers which purchase Federal power
greater stability in planning for future
resources than would exist in the absence
of the Program. The Program has two
major components: (1) an integrated
resource planning provision conforming
to the requirements of EPAct and (2) a
Power Marketing Initiative (PMT). The
IRP provision, formerly known as the
Energy Management Program, would
require most long-term firm power customers to (1) develop and implement an
IRP, (2) submit an updated IRP every 5
years, and (3) submit an annual progress
report A different requirement for small
customers with an annual load or usage of
25 GWh or less is established, as allowed
in the EPAct This IRP provision and
small customer provision will amend
Western's Final Amended Guidelines and
Acceptance Criteria (G&AC) for Customer
Conservation and Renewable Energy
(C&RE) Programs of August 21,1985 (50
FR 33892). Western will continue to provide a wide range of technical assistance
to customers. As provided by EPAct, 42
U.S.C. (7276b(e)), a penalty provision for
noncompliance with the IRP provision
will consist of a 10-percent surcharge for
the first 12 months of noncompliance, 20
percent for the next 12 months of noncompliance, and 30 percent thereafter for
as long as noncompliance persists. In lieu
' of a surcharge after the first 12 months of
noncompliance, Western may impose a
10-percent resource reduction penalty if
such an approach is more effective in
assuring compliance or is more cost-effective for Western. The penalties in this
Program will be incorporated into the
contracts that extend resources and will
be effective upon contract execution.
Penalties in existing contracts will continue to be in effect until changed.
The PMI establishes a framework for
extending a major portion of the power
currently under contract with existing
customers. Western will extend its existing long-term firm resource commitments,
subject to the outcome of project-specific
environmental analysis as appropriate.
Initially, the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin
Program-Eastern Division and the
Loveland Area Projects are covered by the
PML The term of the extension would be
20 years from the date that existing contracts expire. The level of the commitment to existing customers would be a
project-specific percentage of the marketable resource determined to be available when future resource extensions
begin, as described in section 905.33 of
the regulations, with two withdrawals at

5-year intervals after the new contracts
become effective. Unextended resources
would be available for allocation to new
customers and other purposes as determined by Western. In addition, marketable resources placed under contract
could be adjusted on 5 years' notice, and
then only in response to changes in
hydrology and river operations.
1L Discussion of Comments
On August 9,1994, a notice of the proposed Program and request for public
comments was published in the Federal
Register (59 FR 40543). Seven combined
public information/comment; forums were
held throughout Western's service territory in September 1994. The original comment period of 60 days was extended in
response to. a public request 59 FR 53976
(October 27,1994). The comment period
closed 90 days after publication of the
notice of the proposed Program.
Western has received numerous comments as a result of publication of the proposed Program in the Federal Register on
August 9,1994. The following section
responds to those comments. Each issue
is presented in a format featuring background, public comments and discussion.
Responses to all comments on Native
American issues are in section C.8.
Comments pertaining to the environmental impact statement are addressed in
Appendix G of the final EIS.
A. Energy Planning and Management
Program-Overview
L General
a. Background
Western initially proposed the Program
in April of 1991, and has devoted over 4
years to public process and Program
development The publication of the proposed program on August 9,1994, included comprehensive responses to public
comments received as of that date. This
response to comments section includes
only those comments received since that
date.
b. Comments and Discussion
Comments were received in favor of
finishing the public process quickly.
Public comment was received in support
of the spirit of compromise that is reflected in the Power Marketing Initiative.
Western was asked to keep the hydroelectric resource reliable and cost-based.
Others commended Western for the time
and attention it has devoted to produce an
improved Program proposal The proposed rule was viewed as a substantial
improvement over the alternatives presented in the draft EIS. ThisFederal

Register notice represents the final step in
the development of the Program. The
Power Marketing Initiative and the
Integrated Resource Planning Provision
will become effective 30 days after publication of this rule in the Federal Register.
Western is appreciative of the widespread
participation in the public process by customers, Indian tribes, environmental
groups and other interested parties. This
extensive participation has resulted in an "
improved Program that is responsive to
the comments of the public.
Western was asked to publish the final
Program as a rule within the Code of
.Federal Regulations. Western agrees with
this comment The Program regulations
will appear in Title 10, which deals with
energy-related subjects. Explanatory text
and the detailed description of the future
application of the PMI have been moved
to the preamble.
Another comment suggested that
Western adopt the section of the Federal
Register publication entitled "Response to
Comments on the Energy Planning and
Management Program," specifically found
at 59 FR 40552-40562, as interpretative
guidelines to accompany the IRP rules.
Western concurs that the responses to
comments contained in the August 9,
1994, Federal Register notice are useful in
providing insight and guidance to assist
the public in understanding Western's
rationale for the proposed Program. The
responses to comments in this notice of
final rulemaking play a similar role.
Although Western's responses to comments will not be published in the Code of
Federal Regulations, they serve the purpose of interpretative guidelines and are
available to clarify the intent of Western in
promulgating thefinalProgram.
Western received a request for an additional 120 day extension of the comment
period. Western initially provided for a 60
day comment period, and later extended
the comment period by 30 days in
response to a public request The total
comment period of 90 days presented
ample opportunity for the public to understand and comment on the proposed
Program.
B. Integrated Resource Planning
1. Specificity of Regulations
a. Background
Section 114 of the EPAct provides the
framework for the IRP requirement It
sets forth IRP criteria as well as administrative principles and requirements. As
set forth by section 114, Western shall
approve an IRP if, in developing the plan,
the customer has addressed the criteria
provided.

b. Comments and Discussion
A number of customers commented
that the distinction between customers
and purchasers should be dropped
because the terms are defined differently
but used synonymously, so the term "purchaser" has been deleted from the rule to
avoid confusion.
A commenter asked for clarification of
the relationship between the IRPs
required under Section 114 of EPAct and
the requirement to consider integrated
resource planning under Section 111.
Section 111(a)(7) of EPAct is an amendment to the Public Utility Regulatory
Policies Act If a Western long-term firm
power customer falls under this regulatory authority, only one IRP will be required
as long as the IRP submitted to the State
regulatory authority and to Western also
meets the approval criteria addressed in
the IRP regulations and section 114 of
EPAct
A few customers requested a refinement of IRP regulations to make them
"more suitable for non-generating and
end-use customers." Most end-use customers will qualify for small customer status, which requires that they submit a plan
that (1) considers all reasonable opportunities to meet future energy service
requirements using demand-side management (DSM) techniques, new renewable
resources, and other programs that are
cost-effective, and (2) rninimizes adverse
environmental effects to the extent practicable. For those that do not qualify,
Western will review IRPs based on the
customer size, type, resource needs, geographic area, and competitive situation.
There is no heed to tailor these regulations further as the capabilities of nongenerating end-use customers are adequately recognized under the "reasonableness" review standard in 905.13.
Western was requested to delete the
word "new" from the definition of IRP,
based on the viewpoint that integrated
resource planning is a planning process
that can be applied to all resources.
Western has not removed the word "new"
from the definition of IRP because
Congress included this adjective in section 114 of EPAct However, analysis of
all resource options would allow the customer to incorporate cost-effectiveness of
current resources into utility decisionmaking which in turn provides for sound
long-term decisions based on least-cost
resource planning. To remain competitive
in a dynamic utility industry, Western's
customers mayfindvalue in evaluating
continuously all costs, including those
from both existing and potential future
resources.

2. IRP Content
a. Background
Section 114 of EPAct defines the elements and content that must be addressed
in an IRP. Although: these requirements
must be addressed, Western understands
the importance of balancing needs for
flexibility and equity among a diverse customer base. Western's primary interest is
in providing an adequateframeworkfor
customer use of the IRP process as a tool
for meeting resource needs.
b. Comments and Discussion
Many commenters requested that
Western remove the "Other Criteria"
because it is overly broad. Western
included element 8, "Met such other criteria as the Administrator shall require," in
the proposed rules primarily to track the
language and format of EPAct, and to give
theflexibilityto add other requirements
as might later become necessary. In order
to give customers reassurance that
Western will not arbitrarily change or add
requirements without the proper public
review and comment process, this element has been dropped.
A stakeholder suggested that each IRP
or small customer plan submitted to
Western should describe the formal and
informal service relationships the customer has with trade allies that can provide DSM sales and service delivery to the
utility and its customers if the IRP or
small customer action plan includes DSM
resources. If a customer chooses, partnerships can be formed with trade allies
that can provide DSM sales and services
in support of IRP implementation plans.
However, it is not theintent of EPAct nor
appropriate for Western to require IRP or
small customer plan submittals to
describe the service relationships that
Western's customers have with trade
allies. A trade ally has the opportunity to
participate in a customer's IRP process
and DSM pursuits through the customer's
public process, and pursue a voluntary
- partnership with Western's customers.
Western was asked to define practicable. EPAct states that IRPs must identify
and accurately compare all practicable
energy efficiency and energy supply
resource options available to the customer. Using the reasonableness test set
forth in section 905.13(a), practicable in
this case means those energy efficiency
and energy supply resource options which
are appropriate for the customer's size,
type, resource needs, geographic area,
and competitive situation. Practicable
resource options are both economically
and technically feasible. Western will not

dictate resource choices.
One customer noted that there is no
option in the action plan to report that
there is nothing further that a customer
can do than it is already doing, and that
this language needs to be added.
Language has been added in section
905.11 so that there is an option for customers to report in an action plan that
they are not experiencing or anticipating
load growth. Even when customers are
not experiencing load growth, action
plans may describe how otherwise lost
opportunities" have been pursued, such as
encouraging energy efficiency in new
housing to avoid the expense of retrofitting in the future.
Comment was received on the criteria
for determining that customers have complied with the requirements for minimizing adverse environmental impacts associated with resource choices. The criteria
for assessing whether customers have
complied with the requirements for minimizing adverse environmental impacts of
new resource acquisitions are stated in
EPAct and supplemented by this rule. In
addition, Western cannot exempt any
organizationfromcomplying with existing
environmental laws and regulations due to
customer size. Western will not determine for its customers the level of environmental compliance appropriate for
each action.
A number of customers and stakeholders submitted comments regarding environmental externalities. Western will not
require customers to include a quantitative analysis of environmental externalities in their IRPs for the following reasons: (1) EPAct, which did not use the
term "externalities," created a different
"minimization to the extent practicable"
review standard for IRPs; (2) the externality issue continues to be subject to public
debate and scientific analysis, with no
consensus being reached; (3) there is no
consensus on the numbers that should be
used to value certain emissions and pollutants; (4) quantification of externalities is
a policy question that appears to fall
under state jurisdiction at the present
time. Establishment of a Western standard would not appropriately reflect comity between the states within Western's
service territory and the Federal government Complicating the issue is the fact,
as described in more detail in the EIS, that
the Western states have widely varying
policies on quantification of externalities;
(5) it would be impossible to reconcile a
common externality standard with the
heterogeneous approaches of the states;
and (6) if Western were to require quantification of externalities, Western's customers couldfindthemselves at a inap-

propriate competitive disadvantage as
compared to noncustomer utilities not
bound by such a stringent standard under
state laws and regulations.
Customers asked what Western considers public involvement for a rural electric
cooperative. Additionally, customers and
stakeholders stated that Western should
allowflexibilityin interpreting the public
process requirements; outside entities
should have the opportunity to review and
comment on submitted IRPs once
Western receives them; and Western
should require that customer utilities meet
minimum standards for public participation, including the creation of public advisory groups. Given the diversity of customers Western serves, Western intentionally defined the term "public participation" in general terms so as to allow customers theflexibilitythey need to comply
with this requirement Full public participation will be interpreted to mean that
ample opportunity was provided for the
public to participate in or influence the
preparation and development of an IRP,
as required by 905.11. The summary of
the public participation process in the IRP
should describe how the customer (1)
gathered information from the public, (2)
identified public concerns, (3). shared
information with the public, and (4)
responded to public comments.
Additionally, Western feels that public
participation at the local/regional level is
adequate and that it is not necessary to
provide another opportunity.for public
comment once the IRP has beenfiledwith
Western.
One customer commented that the load
forecasting examples in the rule "make no
sense" for Federal load. No load forecasting examples are given in the Rule except
as referred to for a methodology (ie., time
series method, end-use method, econometric method). These are the three
methods most used for load forecasting,
but they are not required by Western. The
customer should determine the method(s)
best suited for its own needs, though that
method should use an accepted methodology such as one or more of the three listed
above Customers should develop forecasts upon which to base their IRPs.
EPAct requires that, with the exceptions •
addressed in section 905.11(b)(3), leastcost options must be adopted by customers under the IRP.
Many customers commented on quantification and resource tests. The following questions were asked: Is Western prescribing that a levelized cost method be
used? If renewable resources are not
cost-effective, how can they be included
in the least-cost plan? If they are costeffective, why should they be given priori-

ty if they will be in the least-cost plan?
Additionally, customers stated that they
preferred that Western not prescribe a
method. There is concern about how utilities will deal with the least-cost provisions
or whether they can still use supply- and
demand-side projects in the IRP process
and still do their planning in order to minimize rates and remain competitive.
Comment was also received that Western
needs to address the additional exemptions to least-cost based decision-making
related to state law requirements; and that
Western's IRP requirement should impose
no standard stricter than the standard
used by the state public utility regulatory
agency in which a given customer does
business. Western is not prescribing that a
levelized cost method be used. Instead,
the final rule requires that evaluation of
demand and supply resource cost effectiveness for larger customers be done on a
comparable basis. Examples of types of
methods Western expects from a larger
customer are given, but no specific
method is required. The least-cost provisions, as part of the IRP, are meant to
allow utilities to be more competitive.
Analyses of a variety of situations-including possible exceptions to least-cost based
decisions-will promote competitiveness
as weU as rate minimization. Renewables
do not have to be given priority, but must
be fully evaluated alongside demand- and
other supply-5ide resources. EPAct states
that to the extent practicable, energy efficiency and renewables may be givenpriority in any least-cost option. Language
has been added, under section 905.11,
stating that exceptions to least-cost-based
decisions may be made where Federal or
State requirements mandate other than a
least-cost based decision. EPAct allows
the choices in this area to be made at the
reasonable discretion of the customer as
long as supply- and demand-side
resources are compared using a consistent economic analysis. As long as the
customer meets the criteria as defined in
EPAct and these regulations, Western will
not impose any standard stricter than the
standard used by the state public utility
regulatory agency in which a given customer does business.
Western received comment that the rule
needs to better define economic tests and
more clearly describe the economic evaluations made. Comment was received that
Western should require customers to use
the total resource test to screen demandside measures and the societal test to
evaluate demand-side programs; and that
customers should be required to use minimization of revenue requirements as the
standard to choose least-cost options.
Western will not mandate the use of a par-

ticular test to screen resource options or
as a standard in the resource selection
process. While examples of analyses are
set forth elsewhere in this Federal
Register notice, EPAct does not require
the use of any particular tests. There is no
compelling reason to force customers to
takethe same approach when a number of
different tests are currently used in IRP
preparation by utilities and utility commission review throughout the United States.
Western will review the approach chosen
by its customers for reasonableness, taking into account each customer's size,
type, resource needs, geographic area,
and competitive situation.
A few customers commented that they
are opposed to quantification of savings.
Western is not requiring unreasonable
efforts by customers to quantify savings.
Section 905.11 describes the need for customers to establish methods of validating
predicted performance.
3. IRP Review and Approval
a. Background
Western has proposed that the required
elements of an IRP or a small customer
plan must be addressed in a reasonable ,
manner by a customer before Western
approves the IRP or small customer plan.
b. Comments and Discussion
Customers commented that the flexibility to amend IRPs at any time should be
incorporated into the regulations.
Western was asked to clarify the difference between good faith efforts and mitigating circumstances. Comment was
received regarding an apparent conflict
between the time tables for requesting
small customer status and the general
time line when activities need to be
accomplished. One customer stated that
the size of the Western allocation should
be a factor in IRP review. Western will
apply a reasonableness test in its review
and approval of customer IRPs and small
customer plans which asks the following
two questions: \
1. Is the customer's application of the
IRP or small customer criteria consistent
with the intent of EPAct and these regulations?
2. Is such application appropriate for
the customer's size, type, resource needs,
geographic area, and competitive situation?
Western will use the reasonableness test,
. as applied to the criteria in Subpart B, as a
basis for plan review and approval.
Western will not use the size of the
Western allocation as a factor in review,
as EPAct does not allow for such an
approach.

In using this reasonableness test as the
basis for approval of plans, other language
has been incorporated into the regulations
which clarifies the review and approval
process. Specifically, language has been
added which: allows amendments and
revisions to IRPs to be submitted at any
time (under section 905.12(c)(5)); delineates "good faith effort" and deletes the
term "mitigating circumstances" (under
section 905.17(b)); and amends the origi• nally proposed time table for IRPs and
small customer plans (under section
905.12(c)), so that requests for IRP cooperative and small customer status must be
made to Western within 30 days (not 60)
of the effective date of the Program,
allowing the time tables to match and
allowing for a more expedient process.
Additionally, there is no longer a requirement for customers to submit a notification of intent to prepare an individual or
MBA IRP.
One customer asked how customers
should act when preparing their IRPs
which are dependent on time-limited
offers of power from third parties. When
preparing plans dependent upon time-limited resource offers, a customer should
develop the plan based upon the best.
information available. The customer
determines its own resource needs, so it .
should accept thetime-limitedoffer if that
is in its best interests, and then let
Western know through its annual progress
report or an amended action plan.
Western will not disapprove such a decision if it is in the best interests of the customer, was evaluated alongside supplyand demand-side resources, and was a
"least-cost option" (or is an adequate costeffective exception as addressed in section 905.11).
4. Member-Based Associations
a. Background
There is considerable variety in the contractual arrangements among Western's
member-based association (MBA) customers. Some MBAs are the sole supplemental power supplier for the members
and have load growth responsibility, others act as a representative for the members and have no generation or transmission capabilities, and others act as agents
for or subcontract with but do not assume
power supply responsibility for their principals or subcontractors,
b. Comments and Discussion
Concerns were raised over the role of
the MBA and its members. Comment was
received that the submittal requirements
need to be defined for an MBA and its
members. One customer stated that

Western needs to broaden the definition
of MBA to cover both parent-type entities
and their user members and entities
which act as agents for, or subcontract
with but do not assume power supply
responsibility for, their principals or subcontractors. The definition of MBA has
been broadened to include both parenttype entities and their user members and
entities which act as agents for or subcontract with but do not assume power supply responsibility for their principals or
subcontractors so that the wide variety of
Western customers which are MBAs
under the revised definition can submit
IRPs on behalf of one, some, or all of their
customers. In adding this definition, the
submittal requirements have been further
delineated.
Two additional questions were asked:
1) To what extent must members of an
MBA be identified in the IRP and action
plans? 2) What is the responsibility of an
MBA with members outside of its marketing area for an IRP? While Western
agrees that members should support the
IRP process with data and during the decision making process, it is the responsibility of each MBA to work with its affected
membership on these issues. Each member receiving the benefit of long-term firm
power from Western will be required to
sign the IRP or a resolution accepting the
IRP prior to submittal to Western.
Additionally, for IRPs developed and submitted on behalf of the MBA's members,
the IRPs must clearly showliow each of
the seven approval criteria is addressed
for each member. MBA members outside
of Western's service territory need not be
included in the MBA's IRP, but the benefits ofjoint planning may be diminished by
such an approach.
5. Economic Feasibility and
Administrative Burden
a. Background
A number of Western's customers are
small or medium-sized utilities. Western
is not proposingtodefine how much time
and money a customer should invest in
IRP and small customer plan development
and implementation. Rather, Western's
review will be focused on the end-product
IRP or small customer plan.
EPAct requires that customers develop
and submit annual progress reports to
Western, which Western will in turn use in
developing its own annual report
b. Comments and Discussion
Many customers asked what criteria
will be used to determine that a small customer has "limited economic, managerial,
and resource capability" to conduct an

IRP. Three, criteria will be used in determining smaU customer status: (l)Does
the customer havetotalannual energy
sales or usage of 25 GWh or less averaged
over the previous 5 year period? (2) Is the
customer not a member of a joint action
agency or a generation and transmission
cooperative with power supply responsibilities? (3) Does the customer have limited economic, managerial and resource
capability to conduct integrated resource
planning? Prior experience with customers under the 25 GWh threshold that
are not members of a joint action agency
or a generation and transmission cooperative with power supply responsibility has
shown that many of these customers possess limited economic, managerial and
resource capability to conduct integrated
resource planning. If the customer meets
all of these criteria, it will then be granted
small customer status if requested.
Other customers also suggested that
small customers be abletonormalize or
average over a period of time their energy
use or sales in order to qualify for the 25
GWh threshold for small customer status
which might otherwise not be met due to
extreme circumstances such as weather.
In ordertoaccount for weather related or
other circumstances which might put the
small customer over the 25 GWh threshold, customers will be responsible for documenting average annual energy sales and
usage for the 5 years prior to the initial
request Subsequent annual letters documenting energy sales and use will be averaged thereafter on a rolling basistodetermine the under 25 GWh threshold. If the
customer exceeds 25 GWh average sales
and usage after already receiving small
customer status, an IRP will be required.
Comments on annual progress reports
included statements that the reports
should not be required,tostatements that
they only be required every 2 or3 years.
Customers also commented that the
requirements for the annual progress
reports are excessive, especially the obligation to perform po§t mortem analysis to
quantify the energy capacity and dollars
saved under an IRP. EPAct requires that
annual progress reports be submitted by
customers to Western. The requirement
can be satisfied by customers as long as
the annual progress reports contain information describing the customer's progress
towards the goals established in the plan
submitted, including a report of the measured or estimated energy savings and
renewable resource benefits achieved.
Western is required by lawtoreport to
Congress annually "an estimate of the
energy savings and renewable resource
benefits achieved as a result" of customer
IRP. Western cannot develop a credible

estimate without customer input In the
absence of credible data, the accomplishments of Western's customers cannot be
fairly described.
In lieu of a separate annual progress
report, all information may be combined
with any other report that the customer
submits to Western, at the customer's discretion, as long as that report is submitted
within 30 days of the IRP approval
anniversary date.
6. IRP Cooperatives
a. Background
Customers may form IRP cooperatives
under EPAct and request Western's
approvaltosubmit IRPs for those cooperatives. Approved cooperatives shall have
18 months from the date of approval to
submit their IRPs.
b. Comments and Discussion
Comments on IRP cooperatives con- .
cemed limitationstoforming an IRP
cooperative, and clarification of the formation of an IRP cooperative as being a
matter solely between'those potential
members and Western. Comment was
also received that IRP cooperative status
should be based only on the determination that an appropriate resource planning
decision block existsj.and the "power supply chain" example be removed so that it
is not read as an exhaustive sample. An
IRP cooperative allows customers with
common interests, such as where a
resource decision block exists,toform an
IRP cooperative for the purpose ofjointly
developing and implementing an IRP.
Individual member responsibilities and
participation levels, as with MBA IRPs,
must be identified in the IRP. A resource
planning decision block includes a situation such as if all entities covered by an
IRP are contained within a power supply
chain, or regional entities covered by an
IRP will plan forjoint supply-side,
demand-side, and/or renewable resources
above and beyond the Western resource.
It is permissible for a customer to prepare
an IRP jointly with an investor-owned utility. These are examples and are not all
encompassing'definitions.
Section IV of this supplementary information section gives examples of entities
that would be favorably considered for
IRP cooperative status.
7. Technical Assistance
a. Background
Western has provided technical assistance to customers, which includes worta
shops, equipment loan programs, technical studies and analyses, peer-match evaluations, and other support, since 1980.

EPAct authorizes Western to continue to
provide technical assistance to help customers with integrated resource planning.
b. Comments and Discussion
One customer commented that Western
should charge for technical assistance based on its use. At present, Western
feels that technical assistance, offered
through its energy services program, is
more effective if offered to all customers
without a use-based charge. Western realizes the greatest need for technical assistance often falls on the smallest customers which may not be able to pay for
direct technical assistance Western will
make every effort to cost-share technical
assistance activities to leverage costs so
that many parties benefit
Some customers requested that
Western develop sample IRP formats for
customers. Because of the great diversity
of its customers, Western will not develop
sample IRP formats. A customer can,
however, obtain technical assistance from
the appropriate Area Office to help it prepare an IRP. Additionally, a customer's
Area Office may already have a collection
of sample IRPs.
8. Submittal Timing
a. Background
Customers must submit their plans to
the Area Manager of the area in which
they are located within 12 months of the
effective date of this rule for individual
IRPs, within 12 months of the approval of
a request for small customer status for
small customer plans, and within 18
months of the approval of a request for
IRP cooperative status for IRPs from IRP
cooperatives. Additionally, EPAct
requires updated IRPs and small customer
plans to be submitted to Western for
review every 5 years.
b. Comment and Discussion
A comment was received that suggested
that Western stagger IRP submittals over
120 days, with small customer submittals
processed first Western will not take
additional steps to stagger the approval of
IRPs because the submittal time frame
already is staged, and EPAct offers
Western limited ability to depart from
defined submittal time frames. Western
expects that although many customers
will submit IRPs and small customer plans
when due, others will submit them before
the plans are due. In addition, IRP cooperatives may submit IRPs 6 months after
individual IRPs and small customer plans
are due.
9. Irrigator Issues

a Background
The IRP provisions apply to all customers, including irrigators, with the
exception of those qualifying for small
customer status. Irrigation districts and
other irrigation entities may qualify for
small customer status. Western shall
consider water planning, water efficiency
improvements, and waterconservation in
evaluating an IRP or small customer plan.'
Customers that provide water utility services and customers that service irrigation
load as part of their overall load may
include water conservation activities in
the IRP.
b. Comments and Discussion
It was suggested that the irrigation provision language include entities which are
not necessarily irrigation districts but
which have irrigation loads. Language has
been added to section 905.13, which has
the effect of expanding the term "irrigation district" to include electrical districts, power and water conservation districts, and other comparable, entities.
Therefore, entities with similar functions
are eligible for this provision.
It was also suggested that water efficiency should equate to electrical savings
for all customers that manage water utilities, not just irrigators. Western agrees
that customers with water utility responsibility face the same issues as irrigators. In
recognition of the need for equity, new
language.has been added to section 905.13
to cover customers that provide both
energy and water utility services and customers that serve irrigation load as part of
their overall load. Western requests that
all types of customers covered by this section convert their water savings to energy
values to the extent practical
10." Future Program Review
a. Background
EPAct requires that within 1 year after
January 1,1999, and at appropriate intervals thereafter, Western shall initiate a
public process to review the Integrated
Resource Planning provision established
by this rule.
b. Comments and Discussion
A customer commented that 1999 is too
late to revise the Program, given the
increasingly competitive nature of the utilr
ity industry. 1999 is the date set forth by
EPAct for review and revision, as appropriate, of these regulations, and the point
at which, using a public process to review
the program, Western has some ability to
revise the criteria set forth in EPAct to
reflect any changes in technology, needs,
or other developments. However, IRPs

may be amended or revised at any time,
and updated IRPs are required every 5
years. This flexibility allows Western's
customers to remain competitive.
11. Penalty
a. Background
As required by EPAct, penalties for noncompliance with these regulations shall be
imposed for failure to submit or resubmit
an IRP or small customer plan in accordance with these regulations and/or when
Western finds that the customer's activities are not consistent with the applicable
IRP or small customer plan unless a good
faith effort has been made to comply with
the approved IRP or small customer plan.
b. Comments and Discussion
The public commented that Western
should not impose the same penalties for
being late or not submitting an annual
report as for not submitting an IRP; that
the time frame between receiving a notice
of noncompliance and the imposition of
the penalty needs to be lengthened; and
that the phrase "it is found that there are
no mitigating circumstances which justify
those reactions" should be removed. The
noncompliance section of this rule, section 905.17, has been revised substantially
in response to public comments. In
recognition of the severity of the proposal,
Western has dropped the provision for
imposing penalties for failure to submit or
for late submittal of annual progress
reports. Section 905.17 also has been
revised to provide that any penalties will
be imposed beginning with the first full
billing period following the notice of noncompliance, allowing customers 30 days
to provide evidence of a good faith effort
to comply. A customer must still show
evidence of a good faith effort to comply
which justifies its deficiency, but the term
"mitigating circumstances" has been deleted.
Customers also commented that customers should be able to choose their own
penalties (surcharge or allocation) and
that penalties should apply directly to the
MBA member and not to or through the
MBA. Comment was also received that if
a member of an MBA is not in compliance,
notice should be sent to both the member
and the MBA. Customers will not be
allowed to choose the type of penalty that
will be imposed for noncompliance.
Western will determine which penalty is
most appropriate for the situation in
accordance with the criteria in section
905.17(d). Language has been added to
clarify the imposition of penalties on
MBAs and IRP cooperatives and their
members. Members of MBAs and IRP

cooperatives which are found to be in
noncompliance will be directly penalized
if they have a firm power contract with
Western. For those members which do
not, the penalty will be imposed upon the
member's MBA or parent-type entity on a
pro rata basis in proportion to that member's share of the total MBA's power
received from Western. Assessment of
penalties against MBAs is necessary in
this situation to ensure that MBA members comply with the BRP requirements in
this rule. The MBA or parent-type entity
will be notified of a penalty assessment on
a member.
A comment was received that stated
that the administrative appeal process '
should allow a customer to appeal a decision about an IRP to the Department of
Energy's Deputy Secretary to ensure customers and Western have an opportunity
to seek an impartial ruling. A customer
may request reconsideration of an initial
noncompliance determination by filing a
written appeal with the appropriate Area
Manager. If the customer disagrees with
the Area Manager's decision, an appeal
may befiledwith the Administrator. The
Administrator's decision will be the final
agency decision for purposes ofjudicial
review. Western will use mutually agreeable alternative dispute resolution.procedures, upon the customer's request, to
attempt resolution of any appeal. No
penalty will be imposed during the appeal,
but if the dispute resolution is unsuccessful for the customer, Western will impose
the penalty retroactively from the date the
penalty would have been assessed without
an appeal.
One customer commented that
resource withdrawal penalties should not
be imposed retroactively, as the impact on
the annual ratchet clause in supplemental
power supply contracts is overly burdensome. Western agrees that certain supplemental power supply contracts have
ratchets that could magnify the burden of
a retroactive resource penalty caused by
an administrative appeal However, •
Western will not amend the regulations to
address this unlikely event This situation
would not arise under the final regulations
until 12 months after the initial 10 percent
surcharge had been imposed. The customer can avoid the impact of a ratchet by
submitting an acceptable and timely IRP
to Western.
Finally, a customer asked why, if IRPs
are not required of nonfirm purchasers of
Western energy, the penalty extends to
nonfirm interruptible/diversity contracts
with customers. A penalty will be
assessed on the total charges for all power
obtained by a customer from Western and
will not be limited tofirmpower charges.
1

If a customer has more then one long-term
firm power contract with Western, the
penalty will imposed under each contract
Under EPAct, 42 U.S.C.§7276b(e), these
penalties apply to "all power" purchased
from Western by a customer which is in
non-compliance; the penalty is not limited '
to firm power.
C. Power Marketing Initiative
1. Applicability
a. Background
In the proposed Program, the PickSloan Missouri Basin Program-Eastern
Division and the Loveland Area Projects
were proposed for initial coverage under
the Power Marketing Initiative. Western
proposed to defer making any decision
about applying the PMI to the Central
Valley Project, which is the subject of a
project-specific marketing plan and associated EIS for the post-2004 time period.
Western further proposed to evaluate
application of the PMI to the Salt Lake
City Area/Integrated Projects after its
power marketing EIS is completed and
the associated marketing criteria and contract changes are implemented. Finally,
Western also proposed to evaluate application of the PMI to the Parker-Davis
Project and the Boulder Canyon Project
no sooner than 10 years before existing
contracts expire.
b. Comments and Discussion
A comment was received concerning
Western's statement that its customers
have no equity position in Western's facilities, and that no right exists to power in
the absence of a contract The comment
further states that this is not precisely true
for the Boulder Canyon Project, where
there is a statutory allocation of power
and upratings funded by certain customers. The first of two other comments
received on this subject suggests that
Hoover should be excluded from PMI
applicability in the final rule due to the
statutory nature of the Hoover allocation.,
The second states that the customers do
not understand Western's intentions on
application of the Power Marketing
Initiative to Hoover and that Western
needs to conduct workshops and hearings
before implementation takes place.
Western has not proposed to apply the
Power Marketing Initiative to the Boulder.
Canyon Project at the present time. The
Boulder Canyon Project long-term firm
sales contracts do not expire until 2014.
Western cannot make sound decisions
today about how this power might be marketed starting 20 years into the future.
Western will evaluate the applicability of
the PMI to the Boulder Canyon Project no

sooner than the year 2004. No decision to
apply the.PMI will take place until an
appropriate public process takes place.
At that time, statutory interpretation
issues can be addressed.
Comments were received suggesting
that the Central Valley Project should recognize the Sacramento Municipal Utility
District's right to 31 percent of CVP power
through the year 2014 and that the first
preference customers under the 1962
Flood Control Act should be exempt from
any loss of allocation under the Power
Marketing Initiative. Western does not
intend to abrogate the statutory right of
CVPfirstpreference customers pursuant
to the Flood Control Act of 1962. Nor
does the Power Marketing Initiative
impact the contractual right of the
Sacramento Municipal Utility District to
receive a defined share of CVP resources
between 2004 and 2014. Section 905.30(b)
of the final rule accommodates these concerns by-stating that the PMI will apply "if
consistent with other contractual and
legal rights." This broad statement of
applicability protects the interests of the
commenters.
Western received several comments
that favored applying the PMI to the CVP.
The comments had a common theme that
the stability and certainty of the CVP
resource is critically important and that
Western should apply the PMI to the CVP
now, and not wait until the 2004 marketing plan to make a decision on resource
levels or contract term. Western was also
asked if the application of the PMI to the
CVP would take place with or without a
public process. These comments also
state that applying the PMI to the CVP will
assure consistency across all of Western,
and allow the 2004 process and the customers to focus on other issues. The commenters believe that a definite level of
commitment and contract term, known
now, is worth trading for larger percentage allocations and longer contract terms
in a more uncertain future and that applying the PMI to the CVP will streamline the
CVP EIS process, and integrate the planning process between the two programs.
Western is impressed by the comments
favoring an immediate but limited application of the PMI to the Central Valley
Project, subject to the findings of the project-specific EIS currently underway.
However, Western wants to protect the
integrity of the ongoing project-specific
marketing process. Application of the
PMI to the CVP is best addressed in the
separate public process.
One comment expressed appreciation
for the decision not to propose application of the PMI to CVP and the SLCA/IP at
this time, as large adjustments of mar-

ketable resources will be needed to meet
environmental concerns for these projects. This comment expressed concern
that the Program will create a precedent
for these two projects. Western sees no
reason to change its initial proposal to
eyaluate applicability of the PMI after the
Salt Lake City Area/Integrated Projects
Electric Power Marketing EIS is completed and the associated marketing criteria
and contract changes are implemented.
These steps are scheduled for completion
in the near future. Western expects to
start the evaluation process soon thereafter.
A comment was received questioning
the decision to apply the Power Marketing
Initiative to the LAP given that existing
contracts do not expire for another 10
years. Other comment received supports
application of the PMI to the Loveland
Area Projects after the 1999 resource
adjustments are complete. Western did
not change its proposal regarding application of the Power Marketing Initiative to
the Loveland Area Projects. No resource
extension offer will take place until the
analysis of potential LAP resource adjustments in 1999 has been completed. The
analysis and implementation of any. 1999
resource adjustments will take place no
later than 1996. Given the time period
that it takes to develop alternative
resources to replace unextended LAP
power, application of the PMI to LAP now
is prudent The resource certainty that
results will assist Western's customers in
developing effective integrated resource
plans.
2. Contract Term
a. Background
In the proposed Program, an 18-year
contract term was proposed, with the contract term to start from the date existing
contracts expire.
b. Comments and Discussion
Western received many commentssupporting extending the contract term from
18 to 20 or 25 years. The reasons customers overwhelmingly supported extending the contract term follow: a longer term
would help short and long range planning;
a longer term would add resource and rate
stability; a longer term would benefit the
environment by customers being more
willing to make financial commitments to
environmentally sound project enhancements; a 20 year term would be consistent
with the IRP submittal cycle of 5 years; a
longer term would be comparable to the
amortization of long term investments in
base load power plants and renewable
resources; a longer term would corre-

spond to existing all requirements contracts; an eighteen year term may jeopardize Western's obligations under an existing exchange arrangement; an eighteen
year term would require existing customers that contracted for Federal power
when it was not economical to give up too
much of their existing benefits without
equitable treatment; a longer term conforms to the Tennessee Valley Authority
practices; and a longer term would allow
customers to make commitments to
demand side management programs and
capital-intensive renewables. Western is
persuaded by the comments supportive of
a longer contract term. Section 905.31 of
this final rule establishes a 20-year extension of resources.
In developing a proposal for the length
of the resource extensions, Western has
considerable discretion. One of the limits
on that discretion is the prohibition, as set
forth in the Reclamation Project Act of
1939, on power sales contracts with terms
in excess of 40 years. Western may legally
consider commitments of power up to,
but not beyond, this 40-year maximum
Western adopts a resource extension
period of 20 years for several reasons.
This time period is long enough to maintain a sufficient customer planning horizon. Long-term project financing, whether
for supply-side, demand-side, or renewables, would be feasible with such an
extension. Western agrees that financing
of renewable resources is particularly sensitive to Federal hydropower resource
uncertainty. Twenty years will maintain
the resource and rate stability necessary
for effective integrated resource planning.
At the same time, 20 years is not so long
that Western cannot reasonably guarantee
the availability of the extended resource.
The proposal of a graduated resource pool
available to new customers gives Western
the flexibility to allocate power equitably
over the term of the contract
Western's goal is to provide a sufficient
incentive for new customer preparation of
IRPs and to offer a contract term compatible with the timeliorizon for other
resources evaluated in IRPs. Another goal
is to reduce the amount of Western, customer, and public time and resources
spent on marketing plan development An
extension of resource commitments for 20
years beyond the expiration date of contracts with existing customers would
mean that new contracts would be in
place until at least 2020. In other words,
initial extensions would be about 25 years
from the date that extension commitments are offered to customers of the
Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin ProgramEastern Division; this time period
approaches the average useful life of ther-

mal generation.
Western agrees that a 20 year contract
term is more comparable to those existing
between the Tennessee Valley Authority
and its customers. Western also agrees
with the comments suggesting that a 20 to
25 year contract term is consistent with
industry standards for firm sales.
Recently issued RFPs have also entertained resource acquisition options on a
long-term basis. Western also concurs
with the comment that a 20 year contract
term fits better with the 5 year IRP preparation and approval cycle.
The selection of a 20 year extension
contract term helps to answer the comment that the proposed Program asked
existing customers to give up too much.
The additional 2 years helps to provide an
appropriate balance between existing customers, who in many cases chose to enter
into hydropower contracts with the
United States before the economic benefits of such a choice were clear, and other
needs reflected in the Program.
Western believes that adoption of a relatively short contract term could impact
the resource stability required to meet
Western's obligations under the exchange
arrangement with the Salt River Project
In particular, the pattern of power allocations over time could change the use of
Colorado River Storage Project transmission, which could in turn impact the
exchange arrangement Twenty year contracts support the resource stability that
in turn impacts usage of Western's transmission system.
A comment was received that stated
eighteen year contracts are 3 years too
long. According to this comment most of
the power contracts that Western has
signed have been for 15-year terms, and a
15-year extension strikes the right balance
between the customer's need for certainty
and the Federal government's desire for
flexibility so the changing needs of the
West can be addressed. Western agrees
that many of its historic contract terms
have been 15 years in length. Currently
effective contracts for the sale of power
from the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin
Program-Eastern Division, the Loveland
Area Projects and the Salt Lake City
Area/Integrated Projects are all 15 years in
length. However, a significant number of
contracts have been in excess of this time
period. Power sales contracts for the
Parker-Davis Projects are 20 years in
length, while the currently effective
Boulder Canyon Project contracts are 30
years. Contracts for the sale of Central
Valley Project power have variable terms,
with the longest contracts approaching 40
years in length. The historic precedent for
contract length is not confined to 15 year

commitments, and is consistent with the
20 year term adopted in the final Program
regulations.
A comment received suggested rollover
18-year extensions every 5 years upon
submittal of an updated IRP. A rolling
extension of contracts on a long-term
basis at the customer's option, upon submittal of future IRPs to Western, would
cause hydropower resources to be extended too far into the future for Western to
respond to changing circumstances over
time.
Western has provided for resource
adjustment capability as part of the PML
Initial extensions would be based on the
resource available at the time existing
contracts expire. This allows Western to
respond to changes in operations at Corps
of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of
Reclamation (Reclamation) hydroelectric
plants before the term of contract starts
for extended resources. In addition,
Western can make further adjustments in
its marketable resources in response to
changes in hydrology and operations upon
5 years'notice. Because of this capability,
no need exists to extend resources for a
minimal time period to protect fish and
wildlife resources. The impact of the PMI
can be summarized as an extension of
existing commitments, with the recognition that adjustments to the marketable
resource as a result of operational accom- >
modations forfishand other wildlife
resources can be accomplished within the
extension framework.
Western realizes that the draft EIS predicted relatively greater environmental
benefits for contract terms in excess of 20
years. Western's proposal balances environmental benefits associated with
resource certainty against the need for
flexibility to respondtochanging circumstances overtime.
Some of Western's customers suggest
that since they have paid for projects in ,
the past, they should havefirstcall on
resources in the future. Western agrees
that the resource choices made by customers in the past have led to the construction or purchase of certain supplemental generating resources, as well as
investment in transmission resources or
negotiation of transmission service contracts. Western does not want to disrupt
regional power supply and transmission
arrangements at considerable economic
and environmental cost to the area. At the
same lime, Western's existing customers
have no equity position in Western's facilities, and they have no right to receive
power from Western in the absence of a
contract Western believes the public
interest is served by having the flexibility
to meet a fair share of the needs of new

customersfromthe publicly owned and
financed hydroelectric facilities in the
West.
Western agrees with a comment
received that states the Program does not
provide its customers with absolute
resource certainty. Instead, the Program
attempts to provide as much certainty as
possible to facilitate the development of
integrated resource plans, while retaining
the flexibility to respond to changing conditions and evolving needs.
A comment received stated Western
should consider a longer contract term,
such as the 35-year term associated with
FERC relicenses. This comment recognized how virtually all access to
hydropower is controlled by Federal policy, either through FERC or the power
marketing administrations, but the costs
for that power differ. FERC licensees pay
only for capital costs and O&M, while CVP
customers must subsidize other project
purposes such as those under the Central
Valley Project Improvement Act
Differences in commitment lengths
between FERC licensees and CVP power
sales contracts only compound the
inequity in a competitive and price-sensitive market These comparability factors
should be an additional basis for extending contracts for the longestpossible
termIn response to these comments,
Western notes that the holder of a FERC
license typically plans, funds, and constructs the hydropower resource itself. A
long-term license is appropriate in such a
case, given the length of the construction
debt service and the responsibilities of the
licensee. With Western's resources, the
planning, construction,financing,operation, and maintenance of the hydroelectric
generation and high-voltage transmission
is usually the responsibility of the United
States. Since the two situations are not
strictly comparable, Western feels that a
proposal of a 20-year term of contract is
appropriate.
Western agrees^with the comment that
the utility industry is increasingly dynamic, and that utilities must beflexibleand
forward-looking in order to be successful.
The IRP requirement in this Program will
provide Western's customers with the
tools necessary to succeed in a changing
utility climate. Many comments were
received from the public indicating that an
extension of resources would assist IRP
and not hinder future resource planning;
Western does not agree with the comment that long-term contracts will be a
disincentive to improving energy efficiency. Short-term contracts cause customers
to focus on the uncertainty surrounding
the Western resource, rather than looking

to implementation of cost-effective energy
efficiency and DSM to meet future needs.
Western only provides a portion of the
resource needs of its customers, about 30
percent on average Western-wide. The
cost of supplemental resources, whether
supply-side or demand-side, is usually significantly higher than the cost of
Western's resources. Supplemental
resource prices provide a significant
incentive to implementation of cost-effective energy efficiency improvements.
Some customers indicated that their
willingness to fund environmental
improvements would be impacted by
short-term contracts. Western agrees that
short-term contracts could be a disincentive to the implementation of environmentally beneficial project improvements in
support of the Clinton Administration's
climate control action plan.
Several comments were received stating that Western power preserves the
competitive balance in the utility industry.
Western's hydropower commitments provide a yardstick that enhances competition in the utility industry within
Western's marketing area. Twenty-year
contracts help preserve the competitive
balance in the regional utility industry.
3. Extension Percentage
a. Background
Western proposed to extend a major
percentage of the power currently under
contract with long-termfirmpower customers. Theexactpercentagetobe
extended would be determined on a project-specific basis, based on the amount of
power needed to meet a fair share of the
needs of potential new customers within
the marketing area.
b. Comments and Discussion
Western received numerous comments
that support a contract rate of delivery
extension of 97 or 98 percent One comment did not support a resource pooL
Some comments were specific and suggested that current allocations should be
the basis for application of the extension
percentage or that the percentage withdrawal should be based on customer allocations existing in the year 2000 for PickSloan Missouri Basin Program-Eastern
Division customers and that withdrawals
after thattimeshould be based on the
resource available to the customer at the
time. One comment received stated that a
100 percent extension was preferred and
another comment suggested that existing
customers should receive maximum allocations.
The amount of unextended resource
was determined on a project-specific basis

by assessing the amount of power that
Western cannot currently identify. This
of a significant percentage of Federal
must be reserved in order to meet a fair
flexibility is necessary to support a 20
power.
share of the needs of potential new cusyear contract term.
One comment stated that the percenttomers. In deriving the size of the initial
Western understands the comment
age reduction should be applied to the
resource pool for each project, Western
expressing concern about tying future
allocation existing at the time, not the
reviewed letters of interest from potential
allocations to a percentage of an amount
resource existing at thetimeof the connew allottees, potential new customer
to be determined, especially when
tract extension. The current allocations
load information and analysis of any
Western may not know what it has to marto the customers will not be adopted as
hydropower benefits currently being
ket from the Missouri River Basin generathe basis for application of the resource
received by a potential new customer.
tion until after the year 2000. Although
percentage, as this approach could limit
Due to significant expressions of interest
Western appreciates the suggestion that a
Western's short-term capability to adjust
by Native Americans, Western has
percentage oftoday'scontractual amount
its marketable resources in response to
increased the size of the initial resource
be extended with an optiontoadjust the
changed operations and hydrology.
pool for those projects initially subject to
extended resource, others have expressed
Western believes a more flexible
thePML Subsequent resource pool increthe concern that such an approach would
approach would be to apply the percentments have been reduced to compensate
create unwarranted power availability
age to the marketable resource that is
for the increase in the initial pooL Section determined to be available at the beginexpectations on the part of firm power
905.32 provides that for the Pick-Sloan
customers. Western believes that either
ning of future resource extensions. In this
Missouri Basin Program-Eastern Division ' way, changes in operations or hydrology
. adoption of this comment or retention of
and the Loveland Area Projects, Western
the approach'of the proposed Program
between today and thetimeexisting conwill reserve 4 percent of the marketable
will lead to the same resource committracts expire can be readily accommodatresource determined to be available at the
ment Western choosestoretain the
ed.
beginning of future resource extensions.
approach of the proposed regulations.
One of two comments received conSubsequent increments of the resource
One customer commented that a 97 percerning the resource pool stated that
pool have been reduced to no more than 1 given the great sacrifice of an initial 3 per- cent initial extension level asks existing
percent
Pick-Sloan customers to give up too
cent resource pool, the 1.5 percent additional increments should be based on the much, especially when coupled with the
The final rule recognizes that power
additional resource pool increments,
resource available at thetime,while the
reserved for new customers but not alloother comment said there was no need for exposure to adjustments duetochanges
cated and resources offered but not
in hydrology and operations, and withtwo additional resource pool increments.
placed under contract may become availAnother comment stated that they support drawals for project use. In contrast,
able. Section 905.32(e) provides that this
another comment was received that the
a 2 percent resource pool. In the case of
power will be offered on a pro rata basis
resource pool percentages should be
creation of resource pool increments subto existing customers that contributed to
sequent to the initial pool, Western agrees increased to a 6 percent initial level, folthe resource pool through application of
lowed by two additional increments at 5
with the comments that the percentage
the extension formula. No firm power is
percent each. For the reasons stated earshould be applied to the resource availexpected to go unmarketed at any time.
lier, Western believes the final rule strikes
able at the time. The proposed Program,
The Program provides for the creation
an appropriate balance among the relewhich suggested application of all perof two additional resource pool increvant considerations.
centages to the resource available at the
ments in the future for all of Western's
Western recognizes that existing cusprojects covered by the PML At two inter- time existing contracts expire, had some
disadvantages. Application of the pertomers made an historic choicetopursue
vals of 5 years after the effective date of
centage to the resource available when
Federal hydroppwer and that some custhe extension to existing customers,
existing contracts expire could create
tomers electedtopurchase this resource
Western will create a project-specific
adbxunistrative confusion if the actual
before the economic advantages were
resource pool increment of up to an addiresource under contract was different. If
clear. However, Western does not believe
tional 1 percent of the resource under
the resource available several years into
that the historic enjoyment of the benefits
contract at the time. The actual size of
an extension contract was less than the
of Federal hydropower means that a custhe additional resource pool increment
marketable hydropower at the beginning
tomer has aperpetual right that cannot be
will reflect the actual fair share needs of
of extension contracts, application of a
diminished. Western's policy of promotnew customers and other purposes as
percentage to the earlier, larger amount
ing widespread use and the potential allodetermined by Western.
would create a higher effective percentage
cation of powertonew preference cusWestern believes that the final Program
as applied to the existing resource.
tomers must be balanced against the fact
provides an appropriate balance that recthat existing customers have developed
ognizes the importance of certainty in cus- Western agrees with the comments recommending
a
change
in
the
proposed
contractual relationships with supplementomer planning efforts. An extension of
approach. The final rule reflects this
tal suppliers, transmission arrangements
Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Programmore simplified method.
with Western or third parties, and in some
Eastern Division and Loveland Area
Project resources at a 96 percent level is
One commenter points out that Western - instances have constructed transmission
facilities to receive Federal power.
substantial enough so existing customers
has not shown any reason for increasing
Western believes that this final rule prowill not have to build new generation or
the Pick-Sloan resource pool above 3 pervides for a proper balance among these
enter into large purchases of thermal gencent The initial Pick-Sloan resource pool
policy considerations.
eration. A lesser level of extension could
has been increased to 4 percent in the
Comments concerning the marketable
cause customer pursuit of other
final rule,toassure that a fair share of the
resources or the loss thereof for the Salt
resources, with potential associated econeeds of Native Americans can be met
Lake City Area/Integrated Projects and the
nomic and environmental impacts. The
The rationale for creating two future
Central Valley Project were received that
resource planning of auxiliary suppliers
resource pool increments of up to 1 persuggest that an additional 2 percent
would be disrupted by the nonextension
cent each istomeet future needs that

in

resource pool seems inappropriate for the
Salt Lake City Area/Integrated Projects;
that the resource pool for the Central
Valley Project may be premature and too
restrictive; that extensions for CVP
resources should be in the 90-95 percent
range and CVP unbundled services should
be offered pro rata in 2004 in line with
these percentages; that there is support
for limiting the CVP resource pool to no
more than 6 percent of the available
resource which would minimize any disruption of customer planning efforts and
avoids confusion between allocation
issues and resource availability, yet allows
Western to distribute the benefits of
Federal power to new customer, that a 3-5
percent initial CVP resource pool is reasonable given the changes that are taking
place within the industry; and that the initial CVP pool should not be larger than 2
percent given the two additional increments.
In thefinalrule, Western has not
defined the size of the initial resource
pool for the Central Valley Project and the
Salt Lake City Area/Integrated Projects.
The actual size of resource pools for these
projects will be determined at a later date
through project-specific public processes.
Comments relating to these resource
pools should be advanced at that time.
Western received a comment that stated that the Master Operating Manual
process and the adverse impact of Corps
of Engineers operations on wetlands, fish
and wildlife and endangered species will
likely affect electricity production on the
Missouri River. Similar changes are possible on the Platte, Arkansas and Rio
Granderivers.Western's proposal will
create an expectation that 94 percent of
existing allocations will be reserved for
existing customers. This will make it difficult to modify dam operations in the
future. Evidence from the comments
received on the draft EIS suggest that 6
percent is not enough to meet the needs
of new customers and to respond to
changing environmental concerns.
Western does not agree that the
resource pools for the Eastern Division of
Pick-Sloan and the Loveland Area Projects
should be increased in size to enhance the
ability to modify dam operations. Ample
opportunity exists under the Program to
adjust marketable resources in response
to changes in reservoir operations. In the
short-term, Western can accommodate
such changes by applying the extension
percentages to the marketable resource
determined to be available at the beginning of future resource extensions.
Operational decisions by the generating
agencies in the shorter term will be
reflected in the initial commitment to cus-

tomers, as the extension percentage will
be applied to the resource available at the
time current contracts expire. Over the
longer term, Western can adjust its commitments on 5 years' notice due to
changes in operations and hydrology.
Western is not creating a customer expectation that a percentage of existing allocations will be reserved for existing customers. Considerable flexibility exists in
thefinalregulations to address the concerns raised in this comment
No evidence has been produced to
show that 6 percent is not enough to meet
the needs of new customers.
Environmental concerns will be
addressed through the extension
approach and withdrawal opportunities
explained above, and not through use of
the resource pools. Six percent should be
more than is needed to meet a fair share
of the needs of potential new customers.
Western sees no reason to create a
resource pool larger than that needed to
meet a fair share of the needs of potential
new customers.

Western's rationale for exempting small
entities from a contribution to the
resource pool was threefold. First,
Western felt that the benefits associated
with small allocations of hydropower
would be diluted if all customers contributed to the resource pooL Second, the
administrative issues of applying resource
extension percentages to small allocations
influenced Western's proposal Third,
there were not many entities with allocations of one MW or less, so the impact of
the proposal on other customers was not
large.
Upon further consideration, Western
withdraws the proposal to exempt entities
with allocations of one MW or less from
contributing to the resource pool. For
some small customers, an allocation of
one MW represents a high percentage of
their total load Exempting an entity
because of the size of their allocation is .
inequitable if that customer has a high
percentage of its needs met by Western.
The administrative issues underlying the
original proposal are manageable. In fact,
creating separate classes of customers
4. Resource Pool Creation
leads to its own set of administrative
issues. The fact that a small amount of
a. Background
power is involved is not dispositive, as the
In the August 1994 Federal Register
issue is more one of equity and fairness
notice, Western proposed the creation of
~ than one which hinges on the amount of
project-specific resources pools through a
power involved.
reservation of power not extended to
Western agrees that the proposed
existing customers. Existing customers
Program was not consistent in its treatwith an allocation of one MW or less were ment of customers with small allocations.
not subject to the reservation. New cusFor example, Western did not propose to
tomers receiving an allocation from an ini- insulate customers with small allocations
tial resource pool were not subject to
from withdrawals for project use or from
withdrawal to form subsequent resource
withdrawals of marketable resources due
pool increments. The possibility of
to changes in operations and hydrology.
extending resources on a graduated scale,
Thefinalrule eliminates this inconsistenweighted towards some customer characcy by treating all customers alike.
teristic, was suggested early in the public
Several comments suggested that the
process.
one MW limit on withdrawals should
apply even if the entity is a member of a
b. Comments and Discussion
member-based association or an IRP
Western received many comments on
cooperative. Withtheelhninationofthe
the issue of equity in the proposed creone MW exception, these comments are
ation of the resource pool The majority
no longer relevant and need not be
of the comments dn the issue objected to
addressed.
special treatment for customers with an
Other comments were that withdrawals
allocation of one MW or less. Specific
should apply to all customers with no
comments are that Western has provided
exception for new customers; that allocano justification for exempting entities
tions to new customers should be allowed
with a contract rate of delivery of one MW to increase rather than automatically be
or less from resource pool creation, that
reduced in their infancy through use of
the administrative burden of withdrawing
the extension formula; and that power
power from entities with small allocations reserved for project use should be used
is not great; that it is inequitable to have
for new customers instead of taking it
an exemption from contributing to
away from existing customers. This is
resource pools for customers with allocaanother issue that received a number of
tions of one MW or less; and that all
equity-based comments - Western's proresource reductions should be shared pro
posal to exempt new customers receiving
rata, with no exceptions for certain cusallocations out of the initial resource pool
tomers.
from withdrawals to create future

agraduated-scalebasis. The issue here is
resource pool increments. The rationale
whether extensions should be offered on
for this proposal was to avoid the dilution
a pro rata basis to all existing customers
of recently-received hydropower benefits.
or if extensions should take place on
After considering these comments,
some other basis, such as the percentage
Western has decided to abandon this
of the total customer load that is served
aspect of its Program proposal. There is
by Western. Given the lack of significant
no strong policy reason to depart from
public support for the graduated scale
equitable treatment for all customers. A
concept and the associated administrative
new customer contribution to future
complexities, Western has adopted a pro
resource pool increments would not be a
rata policy under which existing cuslarge amount of power, so the benefits of
tomers will receive the same treatment in
the Western allocation out of the initial
the application of the extension.
resource pool would not be diluted significantly. • The administrative complications
Comment was received that the wide
that arise from creating more than one
variation in percentage of customer load
class of firm power customer for withserved from the Central Valley Project
drawal purposes are avoided by treating
should be addressed through the PMI.
all customers the same.
While Western will not depart from the.
general policy of a pro rata extension of
Customers also commented that
resources, Western's Sacramento Area
Western should only create a resource
Office reserves the right to achieve more
pool if there are set time periods, restricparity among allocations to existing CVP
tions as to amomuVand defined customer
customers. Allocations to existing cusdemands; more consideration must be
tomers may be made out of the CVP
given to how resource pool power will be
resource pool to assure that each cus- \
priced and marketed; and subsequent
tomer has some minimum percentage of
increments of the resource pool are inconits needs met by Western. This will be
sistent with Western's stated goal of
considered during the public process on
resource stability. Western concurs with
the CVP power marketing plan.
the comment that a resource pool should
only be created if there are set time periAccording to some commenters, the
ods and restrictions as to amount
creation of subsequent increments of the
However, it is difficult to define precisely
resource pools are inconsistent with
the demands of new customers prior to
Western's stated goal of resource stability.
creation of the resource pool That can
To a limited extent, this comment is coronly be done after a call for applications is • rect ThefinalProgram strikes a balance
published in the Federal Register, and
between the need for resource stability
applications are actually received.
and the need forflexibilityto meet changWestern cannot precisely .define the needs
- ing circumstances.
of new customers at this time. Instead,
• One customer commented that Western
Western has promoted the widespread use
should use energy efficiency improveof its hydropower resources through
ments rather than withdrawals from existestablishment of a resource pool based
ing customers to create the initial
upon a fair share of estimated needs. If
resource pool, while another stated that
the pool size is too large, the unallocated
savings opportunities recognized in
power or power not placed under contract
Western's use of IRP principles can be
is returned to the customers who conused to develop resource pools, reducing
tributed power towards the initial
the need to withdraw from existing cusresource pool on a pro rata basis.
tomers. To the extent that cost effective
energy efficiency improvements can be
Western intends to charge new cuscaptured, Western will take steps to make
tomers the same rate for power as that
such improvements a reality. Potential for
charged to existing customers. Western
such improvements could be identified
will not purchase resources for new but
through the use of principles of integrated
not yet identified customers, as the approresource planning. Flexibility has been
priate level of Western's marketable
retained in the Program to allocate power
resources should be determined through a
available due to implementation of such
project-specific analysis of hydrology, proefficiencies. If adopted on a project-speject use load, losses and reserves,
cific basis, Western could use efficiency
tomrnitting resources beyond this level
improvements to offset the need to form a
would increase the risk of purchasing
resource pool through withdrawal of
finning resources.
power from existing customers.
Comment was received that the proSome of Western's projects have
posed Program does not recognize that
reserved power for future project use
some customers get a high percentage of
loads, but have not marketed this
power from Western while others do not
resource asfirmpower on a withdrawable
On the whole, little support was received
basis. As an example, this marketing
for the concept of extending resources on

approach is used by the SLCA/EP. If proposed and adopted on a project-specific
basis, Western could use project use .
power, marketed on a withdrawable basis,
to offset the need to form a resource pool
through withdrawal of power from existing customers.
5. Resource Pool Uses
a. Background
In the proposed Program, Western
advanced a concept to allocate power out
of project-specific resource pools to new
preference customers within the marketing area, and to meet other purposes as
determined by Western. The specific
terms and conditions associated with allocations out of each resource pool would
' be determined during future, project-specific public processes. Western said it
expected to make allocations to Native
Americans for use oh the reservation, and
would consider making allocations to
national parks, public mass transit agencies, in support of renewable resources
and fish and wildlife habitat
b. Comments and Discussion
Comment was received that new customers don't need resources and that they
just want cheaper resources at the
expense of those who made wise longterm decisions many years ago. Western
does not necessarily agree that new customers don't need resources. Load
growth could create such a need, as could
expiration of a purchase power contract
or the retirement of generation. One of
Western's goals in the PMI is to achieve
widespread use of Western's resources.
Reservation of a modest percentage of
resources to create a resource pool is consistent with a policy of encouraging widespread use of Federal hydroelectric .
power.
One customer commented that the
resource pool should be first used to
make adjustments in response to changes
in operations/hydrology. Western does
not agree ha response to public comments in favor of equity among all customers, Western has adopted in this final
rule a policy of treating new customers
and existing customers alike. Making the
resource pool subject first to adjustments
would discriminate against new customers when allocations are made from
the pool before adjustments take place.
Given the adoption of a separate resource
adjustment mechanism in these regulations, there is no need to make the
resource pool subject to resource adjustment'
It was suggested that all resources be
marketed, and that resource pools should
19.

have a maximum ceiling, but should only
be allocated to meet new loads that actually develop. Western agrees that all available resources should be marketed. The
intent underlying the PMI is to market as
muchfirmresource as would have been
marketed in the absence of the PML
Allocations out of each resource pool will
be completed before the term of the
extension contract begins. Power
reserved in a resource pool but not allocated and resources offered but not
placed under contract will be offered to
existing customers that contributed to the
resource pool, in accordance with the
final rule. The comment which asks that
resource pools have a maximum ceiling
has been adopted in the final rule.
Comment was received that under the
current proposal an existing customer will
not be eligible to receive power out of a
resource pool; an existing customer
receiving power from only one Federal
project would be precluded from applying
for power from another project's resource
pook and that this is a clear departure
from Reclamation Law. In the past,
Western has allowed preference entities
to receive power from more than one project when marketing areas overlap. Given
the significant new customer load that
exists in portions of Western's service territory, Western is not willing to continue
this policy on a Western-wide basis. On
this issue, Western will retain the flexibility set forth in the proposed Program. An
existing customer will not be eligible to
receive power from a resource pool
unless Western provides otherwise on a
project specific basis. Comments on the
eligibility of existing customers to receive
resource pool power will be accepted as
part of the project-specific public process. *
Comment was received favoring use of
the Central Valley Project resource pool
to achieve a fairer distribution of power.
Western reserves the right to use the CVP
resource pool in this manner, subject to
public input received during a project-specific public process.
Several comments advocated allocations of resource pool power to customers
with renewable resources in their mix and
customers that have documented efficiency improvements through IRP. Other
comments suggest that new customers,
represent emerging markets for Western,
or that allocations to the Federal government have national benefits. Since the
specific criteria associated with allocations to new customers will be determined during future, project specific public processes, these comments are more
appropriately raised and addressed at that
time.
Customers commented that sales from
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the pool should be on the same terms and
conditions as with other contractors.
Western also received comment that a
definition of "fair share" is needed.
Western agrees that sales from the pool
should be on the same terms and conditions as with other contractors. No definition of "fair share" will be adopted as part
of these regulations due to the difficulty of
developing a meaningful definition on a
Western-wide basis. A specific determination of "fair share" will be developed during the project specific allocation processes, which will take place during a time
period closer to the expiration date of
existing contracts.

tions/hydrology. A 5 percent limitation on
contract rate of delivery adjustments
would enhance the stability of Western's
hydropower commitment, but would not
give Western the flexibility it needs to
react to changing circumstances such as
generating agency adjustments to operations. Western has experienced adjustments in operations that have impacted
long-term firm power in excess of 5 percent in the past Western needs the ability
to react to these situations, even though
they may be infrequent in nature.
Finally, comment was received concerning the withdrawal opportunities not
likely being large enough to manage
future environmental problems, encour6. Resource Adjustment
• age renewables, or meet the needs of new
customers. Comment was also received
a. Background
that the addedflexibilitythat Western has
In the August 9 Federal Register notice, proposed on resource withdrawals is
Western proposed to adjust its long term
good. The more open-ended approach in
firm resources only in response to
thefinalrule should satisfy the concern
changes in hydrology andriveroperathat the withdrawal opportunities are not
tions. Existing customers would receive
likely to be large enough to manage future
at least 5 years' notice before adjustments
environmental problems. Other provi-'
are made.
sions of the Program, or separate Western
initiatives, will encourage renewables and
b. Comments and Discussion
meet the needs of new customers.
Comment was received that Western
7. Notice
should change its marketable resource in
response to changes in operations after
a. Background
the extension term begins only if such a
Western has proposed the creation of
change adversely impacts Western's abilian incremental resource pool that makes
ty to meet its contractual obligations.
Under the PMI resource adjustment provi- power available for potential new customers over time, without the disruptive
sion, section 905.34, however, Western
influence of creating a large pool all at
retains the flexibility needed to react to
once, before the need exists. At two intereither changes that are adverse or benefivals of 5 years after the effective date of
cial to Western's marketable resource.
the extension to existing customers,
Western will not limit the exercise of this
Western proposed to create a project-speadjustment provision to circumstances
cific resource pool increment of up to an
that adversely impact our ability to meet
additional 1.5 percent of the marketable
contractual obligations.
resource. No provision for the timing of
A customer commented that any
any advance notice was proposed.
changes to marketable resources-not just
significant changes-should be subject to a
b. Comments and Discussion
public process, and that adjustments in
resources should be triggered only by
Comments were received that Western
changes inriverhydrology or mandated
• needs to better define the conditions and
operating adjustments such as new legisthe notice provisions for future withlation and that if other factors affect
drawals of power, and that advance notice
determination of the allocated resource,
of incremental resource pool reductions
Western should conduct public proceedshould range from 2 to 5 years. Western
ings. Western agrees that any changes in
agrees that customers need to have
our long-term marketable resource should advance notice of the amount of future
be subject to a public process. Western
withdrawals of power. Five years* notice
also agrees to limit the exercise of this
-- appears to be too long given the relatively
resource adjustment provision to changes
low ceiling of 1 percent of the marketable
in hydrology and operations.
resource available at the time, and the 5
year intervals between the initial resource
It was suggested that adjustments to
pool and the two subsequent pool increcontract rates of delivery be limited to no
ments. Instead, Western has added a
more than 5 percent Some customers
notice provision that gives customers at
also commented that they support the 5
least a 2 year notice on withdrawals to
year window to make changes in
create subsequent resource pool increresources based upon changes in opera-

ments. The conditions for future withdrawals of power will be denned on a project-specific basis.
Comment was received that Western
needs to clarify how it will notify customers about the availability of power due
to penalty imposition. Other comment
suggested that such power should be marketed in the same Area Office region first,
and that Western needs to reconcile the .
reinstatement of power proposal with the
notice to be given to those purchasing the
penalty power. Western plans to provide
notice to all long-termfirmpower customers within the project's marketing
area. Of these customers, only those not
currently being penalized for non-compliance with the IRP/small customer plan
provision of these regulations may be
offered an opportunity to place the penalty power under contract The comment
regarding the need to reconcile the reinstatement of power with the withdrawal
notice timing is valid. The regulations
have been changed to avoid any conflict .
8. Native American Issues
a. Background
In the proposed Program, Western
expressed an expectation that resource
pool power would be made available to
Indians for use on the reservation. No
utility status was required as a prerequisite to receipt of an allocation.
b. Comments and Discussion
Western has taken several steps toward
assisting Native Americans in meeting
their needs for cost-based hydroelectric
power. In the past, the benefits of
hydropower have been realized by Indians
through allocations to cooperatives that
serve tribal load. In the future, Western
expects to make allocations directly to the
tribes.
A number of comments were received
on Native American utility status, ranging
from strong objections to eliminating the
utility responsibility requirement to strong
support for eliminatingit Interested parties commented that the definition of preference customers should remainfixed,or
otherwise the maximum will be taken
from existing customers'in later resource
pool increments. Western has always
considered tribes to be preference entitles, but has not historically allocated
power to Native Americans in the absence
of utility status, eligible irrigation load or
special legislation enacted by Congress.
Western's change in policy, through
removal of the utility status requirement,
is in keeping with the spirit of DOE's
Indian policy, and recognizes the special
and unique relationship between the

United States and tribal governments.
not result in financial hardship or addiThis limited and narrow policy change
tional responsibilities for the cooperative;
does not subvert the preference clause set
the distribution cooperative should be
forth in section 9(c) of the Reclamation
kept as part of the transaction-possibly
Project Act of 1939. An overview of the
through the use of bill credits; the existing
range.of preference customers Western
service territories of cooperatives must be
currently serves helps put this issue in
protected; rural electric cooperation has
perspective. Western has marketed
been pledged to assure that delivery of
power historically both to preference utili- power allocated to the tribes takes place
ties, such as municipal utilities and coopand that a monthly billing credit approach
eratives, and non utilities, such as irrigais evolving in the Eastern Division of Picktion districts, Federal installations, univer- Sloan; and Western's allocations to tribal
sities and prisons. Utility status is
members should be based on usage within
required for cities to be eligible to receive
the servicing cooperative's territory.
Western power under the preference
Western was also asked to put provisions
clause. Salt Lake City etaL v. Western
infirmpower contracts with cooperatives
Area Power Administration, etaL 926 F.2d requiring distribution of power to the
974 (10th Cir. 1991). This precedent is not
tribes at fair and reasonable costs.
disturbed or overturned by these regulaEntities providing delivery services,
tions. Western has discretion to detersuch as rural electric cooperatives, should
mine the eligibility of Indian tribes and
be fairly compensated for services providother entities entitled to preference in the
ed. No additional responsibility will be
allocation of Federal power. This policy
required without appropriate financial
change is limited in scope, in accordance
compensation. Preference and cost based
with the policy underpinning described
pricing will be observed. Due to the deciabove, and is not a precedent for future
sion to allocate power directly to tribes,
erosion of the preference clause.
without regard to utility status, there
should not be any threat to the existing
Comments were received favoring a 3 .
service territories of cooperatives because
percent resource pool going to Native
of these regulations. Western underAmericans if there is no disruption to the
stands that some tribes are considering
preference customer currently serving
utility formation, but this action would not
those loads. Comment was also received
be required to receive afirmpower allocathat new customers should be accommotion from Western.
dated from new/expanded resources
instead of taking power from existing cusIt is true that many Indian tribes curtomers that already have rates higher than rently served by rural electric cooperathe regional average; and expressing the
'tivesalready receive a portion of their
view that it is not in the public's best inter- .needs from Western through the cooperaest to extend preference beyond the
tive's blended rate. The amount varies
requirement of utility status.
from tribe to tribe. The magnitude of the
No disruption to the preference cusbenefit already received, among other factomers currently serving tribal loads need
tors, could influence Western's develop^
occur. Proposals for providing allocations ment of proposed criteria for future allodirectly to the tribes will be developed on
cations of power from project-specific
a project-by-project basis during the alloresource pools.
cation of power from project-specific
There was a question as to how tribes
resource pools. Many of the more
being served by investor-owned utilities
detailed comments Western has received
will be handled. Western has not decided
on the issue of delivery of power to Native how tribes being served by investor
Americans cannot be answered at this
owned utilities might be handled. While
time. However, some basic approaches
Western's rural electric cooperative cushave been set forth in this rule in section
tomers have been cooperative in working
90555 and in section IV of this supplewith Western and the tribes on workable
mentary information section. Western will
delivery arrangements, investor-owned
consider arrangements for the delivery of
utilities serving reservation load have not
the benefits of cost-based Federal power
been similarly involved to this point A
to non-utility Native American tribes, such potential exists for the investor-owned
as through credits on power bills.
utility community to resist comparable
delivery arrangements based upon retail
Customers commented that preference
wheeling concerns. This issue will be
and cost-based pricing must be observed
addressed during Program implementaand there should be no disruption to preftion.
erence entities currently serving Native
Diverse comments were received on the
Americans. Customers and stakeholders
Pick-Sloan marketing area, with some
commented that most Indian tribes
comments favoring expansion; other
already get 50 percent of their needs
comments favoring reduction; with most
through coops; the arrangements should
1A

lessening the efficiency of the integrated.
strate the existence of an agreement with
arguing for maintenance of the current
a viable utility capable of delivering power system and defeating the purpose of the
Pick-Sloan marketing area. Western does
Program. Western sees no reason to alloand that the allocation should be made to
not believe that equity or the public intercate power to an entity in amounts greater
the tribe and the utility that will transfer
est is served by adjusting the Pick-Sloan
than its loads, as this would deny a valuthe resource; Western must be willing to
Missouri BasinProgram-Eastem Division
able renewable resource to existing cusreduce allocations to cooperatives that
marketing area in the Power Marketing
tomers. It is contrary to Western's policy
•would otherwise benefit from allocations
Initiative. Existing customers outside of
and undermines Federal law to allow a
to tribes; the benefit of the allocation
the Missouri River Basin, principally in
customer to resell hydropower to third
Minnesota and Iowa, have developed con- should be reflected on the power bills of
parties. Neither equity nor environmental
the tribes; and allocations for tribes
tractual arrangements with supplemental
quality is served by withdrawing power
should be based on "usage by tribal memsuppliers, have transmission arrangebers within the preference customer's ser- from existing customers to meet the load
ments with Western or third parties, or in
•> growth of new customers. Western
vice territory." Western sees no need to
some cases constructed transmission
intends to allocate power to Native
reduce allocations to cooperatives that
facilities to receive Federal power.
Americans for use on the reservation out
would otherwise benefit from allocations
Changing the marketing area to exclude
of project-specific resource pools, but will
to tribes. In the Eastern Division of Pickthese customers would create unnecesdetermine the size of the allocation based
Sloan, most of the discussion with tribes
sary disruption in regional power supply
upon the need to meet an appropriate
and customers regarding delivery of
arrangements and lead to resource uncershare of the load for eligible new cuspower has focused on the use of a bill
tainty that could hinder quality integrated
tomers.
crediting mechanism that could avoid this
resource planning. For these same reaissue of undue benefits.
sons, Western will not require a larger
Comment was received that the
withdrawalfromcustomers located outresource pool be enlarged to 4.5 percent
Concerns have been raised over
side the Missouri River basin.
to assure the pool is not so small that it
Western providing power to tribes "for
limits a tribe's "fair share" or that the
free." Western will not provide power to
A comment was received that the
expectations of existing customers are not
tribes free of charge. Native Americans
Blackfeet Nation should be included in
fixed too high. Over the last several
will pay the same rate for power as any
the marketing area for the Eastern
months, Western has developed an estiother customer. '
Division of Pick-Sloan. The marketing
mate of the loads that exist on reservaarea of the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin
Additional comments state that a
tions within the marketing area of the
Program-Eastern Division need not be
resource pool of 25 percent is needed to
Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Programexpanded to include the reservation of the meet the needs of tribes in the Missouri
Eastem Division. Information on the
Blackfeet Nation. As the reservation is •
Basin today and into the future; the benehydropower benefits currently being
east of the Continental Divide in Montana,
fits of hydropower allocations must go
received by reservations has also been
it is currently within the marketing area.
directly to individual tribal consumers;
compiled. Based upon this information;
tribes should get all new PickSloan It was suggested that there is a potenand information from customers relating
power resources due to changes in operatial for cooperation between a tribe and a
tions; the tribal councils should determine to Native American loads, a 3 percent inirural electric cooperative on integrated
tial resource pool was proposed.
how the benefits of hydroelectric power
resource planning. Western agrees that
are distributed to tribal members; Western Comment was received that the proposed
there is potential for cooperation between
3 percent initial reservation of Pick-Sloan
should support a congressional super
a tribe and a rural electric cooperative on
Eastern Division power was not enough to
preference for the tribes; and Western
an integrated resource plan. In addition
meet a fair share of the needs of tribes,
should serve all Native American existing
to the benefits ofjoint planning and avoidand should be increased to 4.5 percent
ing duplication, the tribe and the coopera- load and meet all load growth with
To assure that a fair share of the load of
Federal power. Resale of Western's allotive could apply for IRP cooperative staNative Americans is met, Western has
cations should be allowed pending a need
tus and receive an additional 6 months to
for the power. In response, Western main- increased the size of the initial resource
submit an initial IRP.
pool to 4 percent
tains that the tribes should receive their
The intent of the Program is for the
fair
share
of
the
marketable
resources
Comments were received regarding the
benefits of hydropower allocations to go
available. A power reservation for Native
size of the resource pool. At present,
directly to individual tribal consumers.
Americans of 25 percent of the current
Western supplies about 26 percent on
This is consistent with treatment of other
commitments from the •Eastern Division
average of the total load of firm power
Western customers. Tribal councils will
of the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Program
customers in the Eastern Division of Pickbe involved in the process of accomplishis far greater than that needed to meet a
Sloan. The size of the initial pool is large
ing this goal.
fair share of the power needs of the
enough to meet a considerably higher perThere were many comments concernrequesting tribes. A 25 percent resource
centage of tribal load than many existing
ing power allocations. Questions received
were: 1) Will the tribes be able to act with pool would equal 500 MW offirmpower, a customers enjoy.
resource far in excess of the loads of all
Comments on the "fair share" concept
complete independence in determining
potential new preference customers in the
were that Western has not addressed the
who receives the benefits? 2) What types
region. As documented in the EIS, there
tribal arguments in support of a greater
of loads are appropriate targets for
than "fair share" allocation; Western's estiWestern power? 3) Who will hold the allo- are increased environmental impacts
associated with progressively larger
mate that 45 MW of Pick-Sloan power is
cation? 4) How will transmission comresource pool sizes. Western believes that enough to meet a fair share of the needs
pensation be handled? 5) How will the
an extension of less than 90 percent of the
of the tribes is flawed because it assumes
closed/open reservation issue be
resource to existing customers may lead
a "fair share" would not exceed 70 percent
addressed? 6) Who must approve the
to unnecessary power supply dislocations
and the load analysis was based on 1990
agreement? 7) Who will be responsible
and potential development of new, but
census data when the delivery of power
- for paying Western? Comments stated
largely unneeded, supply side resources,
would actually being in the year 2000; and
that a tribe should be required to demonIK

the term "fair share" should be discontinued because it is ambiguous and promotes
misunderstanding and mistrust Western
regrets that tribes oppose the use of the
term "fair share" due to its ambiguity.
Western will not define "fair share" in this
final rule, as this determination can be
made better during the future project-specific allocation process for new customers
within the Eastern Division marketing
area.
During the comment period, it was suggested that.tribes should receive all "new"
power resources resulting from operational changes or upgrades. In contrast,
another comment asked Western to
accommodate new customer needs exclusively from new resources and not from a
resource pool According to this commenter, if needy groups need assistance, it
should be in the form of subsidies borne
by all taxpayers and not through actions
that will increase power costs for rural
America.
Equity is not served by dedicating
future increases in resources, whether
due to operational changes favorable to
power production or upratings at existing
powerplants, to one class of customers.
The Power Marketing Initiative provides
tribes with significant new benefits. Nor
win Western limit new customer access to
power to new power resources only. The
creation of a resource pool serves the policy of promoting widespread use of
hydropower. limiting new customer allocations to potential new power resources
would create additional uncertainty for
new customers, as there is no assurance
of the availability of such resources during any defined time period.
To date, Western has received full cooperation from Eastern Division cooperatives on the issue of delivery of hydropower benefits to reservations. Even if unanticipated obstacles to the delivery of
hydropower benefits arise, Western
retains the right to provide the economic
benefits of its resources to Native
Americans directly. Given this flexibility,
Western sees no reason to include language that makes delivery of power/power
benefits to tribes a condition of firm
power sales contracts for cooperatives;
Western, Native Americans and Western's
Eastern Division customers will continue
to work together to assure that the tribes
receive the benefit of their allocation.
Western has responded positively to
requests for assistance in negotiations.
One comment suggested that Western
evaluate tribal irrigation potential and
integrate that irrigation into the PickSloan similar to the Standing Rock Sioux
and the Three Affiliated Tribes under the
Water Resources Development Act of

Department of Defense to meet Native
1992. Another comment asked that more
American needs. Under an existing contribes receive compensation like that
tract that is effective through the year
received by the Fort Berthoud, Standing
2000, Western has agreed to allow the
Rock Sioux and Three Affiliated tribes.
Department of Defense to shift its allocaSpecial legislation would be required to
tion among Air Force bases under circumaccomplish these suggestions. Western
stances such as a base closure. Western
will consider allocation of power to eligicannot allocate this power to tribes, as it
ble irrigation districts in a future, projectis already contractually committed.
specific resource pool allocation process.
- Western' has no authority to adjudicate
One comment stated that the tribes lost
Indian water rights and negotiate such
over 160,000 acres of land without just
rights with the states. This activity is but- compensation when Oahe was constructside the scope of Western's mission, and
ed, and that the tribes have never received
should be addressed through direct disthe power benefits from Pick-Sloan
cussions with the responsible agencies.
despite the loss of land. Just compensation for the taking of lands to construct
Western will not adopt the comment
that only short-term commitments of firm the Pick-Sloan Program is not an issue
that is appropriately addressed through an
' power should be made pending resolution
allocation of power by Western. When the
of Missouri River Basin tribal issues.
taking of lands took place, compensation
Significant resource uncertainty would
was given to tribes. If the compensation
continue for existing customers in the
was inadequate, redress is available
Eastern Division if this comment were
adopted, as contracts currently in place • through the courts, through special legislation, or through the agencies that took
expire in the year 2000. Instead, Western
the property.
will continue to work with tribes in the
upper Midwest in parallel with Program
It was suggested that a special tribal
implementation.
nation allocation be established from
power revenues to provide just compensaSeveral comments were received advotion. Western has no authority to use
cating flexibility in the allocation of
power revenues deposited in the Treasury
Western power to Indian tribes. Instead •
to create a special tribal allocation to proof limiting allocations to use on the reservide just compensation. Only Congress
vation, these commenters asked that tribcan direct the use of revenues in such a
al members living adjacent to the reservation and within the servicing cooperative's manner.
service territory also be allowed to
Western declines to create a special
receive the benefits of cost-based Eastern
class of power exclusively for tribes. In
Division power. Another comment asked
the absence of direction from Congress to
how Western intended to address the
the contrary, Western believes it is
closed/open reservation issue. In order to
inequitable to create administratively a
retain the flexibility to address these situspecial, preferential classification for
ations, this Federal Register notice states
Indians. Instead, Western intends to meet
that Western expects to make allocations
the needs of tribes through allocations
to Native American tribes for use on the
from project-specific resource pools.
reservation and potentially off the reservaNor will Western create a special IRP
tion under certain circumstances as deter- provision for Indians. Under section 114
mined by Western. Western wants to
of the Energy Policy Act of 1992, Western
reserve the flexibility to tailor the allocadoes not have the discretion to develop
tion of power from project-specific
special provisions for tribes. However,
resource pools to meet regional circumWestern intends to provide integrated
stances.
resource planning technical assistance to
Native American tribes upon tribal
Western was requested to advise
whether the Mni Wiconi special allocation request We are committed to assisting
the tribes to successfully develop and
of 6 MW is part of the proposed 3 percent
implement IRPs.
resource pooL The Mni Wiconi special
Comment was received that the tribe
allocation of 6 MW is statutory, and is not
must recapture capital ownershiprightsin
part of the Eastern Division proposed 3
RUS plant equipment based on the
percent initial resource pooL
Consumer Price Index, and that Indians
An objection was raised regarding the
. should be provided technics and financial
distribution of power within the
assistance in developing a utility on a par
Department of Defense where the total
with the rural electric cooperatives and
military electrical load is being reduced,
investor-owned utilities. No authority
with comment being received that a highexists for Western to adopt the comment
er Federal purpose would be served by
that a tribe must recapture capital ownerreallocating the power to the tribes.
shiprightsin RUS plant equipment based
Western does not have the contractual
on the Consumer Price Index. Nor does
right to withdraw power from the

Western have any role with respect to disconnection of service policies. Western
will remain neutral on the issue of tribal
utility formation. Technical and financial
assistance to a tribe or any other group in
support of utility formation will not be
provided, as this cost is the responsibility
of the entity seeking utility status and
should not be a project cost borne by all
project ratepayers.
Western was asked whether it is implementing retail wheeling. Western is not
imposing retail wheeling on its Eastern
Division rural electric cooperative cus- "
tomers under the Power Marketing
Initiative. The cooperatives have been
supportive of the delivery of the benefits
of power allocations to tribes, and are
supportive of a bill crediting approach to
accomplish Western's goals in a manner
that avoids the need for a separate transmission service arrangement
Comment was received asking why
Western was expanding its resource allocations to tribes when the overall SLCA/EP
resource was declining. No decision has
been made on the size of the resource
pool for potential new customers within
the SLCA/EP marketing area. The size of
this project-specific pool will be determined at a later date. Western is working
with the Ute Mountain Utes to determine
if project use power might be made available for certain irrigation pumping loads
before existing firm power contracts
expire in the year 2004.
Comments were received by customers
and stakeholders that the efforts of
Western to work with the tribes on implementing the Program is appreciated; that
the United States should abandon the policy of decimating Indian water rights
through court adjudication and negotiation with the states; the relationship
between Western and Indian tribes is
expected to be one of government to government; and Western must follow DOE's
commitment to the trust responsibility
reflected in DOE's Indian Policy and
"redo" the Program to reflect tribes'
unique relationships with the Federal government Western supports the
Department of Energy's American Indian '
policy which stresses the need for a govemment-to-government, trust-based relationship. The key theme throughout the
Department's policy is consultation with
tribal governments so that tribal rights'
and concerns are considered prior to
action being taken. Western has met with
Indian tribes and tribal representatives
throughout the Program public process,
and is currently meeting with tribes located in the Missouri River Basin on a monthly basis. To mitigate the economic conditions on reservations within Western's
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short term. 12) We are concerned about
the timing of the adoption of IRP principles by Western-it should apply to Navajo
transmission and Glen Canyon replacement power and to resources that have
not yet been acquired as of January 1,
1995. 13) Western should use IRP principles immediately, without waiting for
completion of the public process.
Several relevant comments will be
addressed briefly here.
One customer commented that
9. Resource Acquisition by Western
Western's use of IRP principles could
impact customer resource plaruiing, and
a. Background
that Western should implement its comIn the proposed Program, Western com- mitment before requiring its customers to
mitted to the use of IRP principles in its
complete their IRPs. Additionally,
resource acquisition and transmission
Western should be sensitive to the timing
planning principles. This commitment has of customer IRPs and Western's use of
been pursued through a separate public
IRP principles, especially if Western's
process, commencing with a Federal
actions impact the amount or the price of
Register notice published on December 6,
the Federal resource. Western agrees that
1994,59 FR 62724.
its use of IRP principles could impact customer
planning. Every attempt was made
b." Comments and Discussion
to conclude the parallel public process
The following are comments received
quickly, to provide customers with more
which were addressed in the separate
certainty as they prepare their individual
public process on the use of IRP princiintegrated resource plans. The implemenples by Western, or are more appropriatetation of Western's commitment to use
ly addressed in the project-specific impleprinciples of integrated resource planning
mentation of the IRP principles: 1)
is described in a Federal Register notice
Western should not develop non-hydro
published on June 9,1995 (60 FR 30533).
resources, as this would have a negative
A customer commented that it supports
impact on our IRP. 2) Western's resource
future contracts that allow customers the
acquisitions should be limited to meeting
flexibility to acquire firming resources,
contract rates of delivery. 3) Western
and urges Western to enter into contracts
should identify current and future transto purchase customer-owned renewable
mission development in its IRP, as this
resources. Additionally, customers
information is critical to our IRP. 4) How
should be given the opportunity to refuse
will Western acquire DSM? Western
Western purchase of firming energy, and
should not conserve its hydroelectric
should be given a priority to purchase surpower, but should market all of the availpluses. Western concurs that customers
able resource 5) Western should empha- • be given the opportunity to refuse
size the purchase of energy efficiency and
Western purchase of firming energy. For
renewable energy from Western cusall projects receiving resource extensions
tomers over other resources. 6) Western
under the PMI, Western will develop conshould purchase efficiency and renewtractual language which would allow the
ables, because cost-based rates discourcustomer to assume the responsibility of
age the installation of energy efficiency
acquiring resources tofirmup Western's
measures. 7) We support IRP by Western. hydroelectric commitments if the cusIt would be appropriate for the Bureau of
tomer so chooses.
Reclamation to use IRP principles in its
Another customer commented that
pump replacements, generator rewinds or
adoption of IRP principles by Western
other project enhancements and system
should not mean abandonment of lowest
improvements. 8) Any reduction in
Western's costs will enhance our competi- possible cost consistent with sound business principles; and that Western's role is
tive position. 9) We do not support the
one of a marketer of power from Federal
concept of Western reducing customer
generation, and not acquiring non-Federal
demand through Western's adoption of
power
through the use of power revenues.
IRP principles. 10) We are unclear
Adoption
of IRP principles does not mean
whether Western could free up power
abandonment
of lowest possible costs
resources by funding energy efficiency
consistent
with
sound business principles.
and demand-side management projects.
To the contrary, use of IRP principles will
11) We are unsure if Western's commitment to IRP principles'will apply to invest- be a tool that will assist Western in keeping costs low.
ments Western is considering in the very
marketing area, Western has responded
favorably to the comment that tribal utility status should not be required before a
power sales contract can be offered, and
has also adopted tribal comment by
agreeing to enter into contracts with the
tribe directly. These policy decisions
show how Western has been responsive to
the needs of tribal nations, and that the
consultation has been meaningful and
substantive.

10. Implementation
a.. Background
Western proposed to offer extension
contracts to existing Pick-Sloan Missouri
Basin Program-Eastern Division and
Loveland Area Project customers upon
submittal of their IRPs to Western.
Western also proposed to extend to existing customers a pro rata percentage of
marketable resources available at the time
current contracts expire.
b. Comments and Discussion
Comments were received stating that
actual contract rate of delivery values
need to be in the contracts extending
resources because a percentage of a
resource available at the end of the term
of existing contracts does not offer customers the certainty needed to prepare a
quality integrated resource plan; that it
would be extremely beneficial to know
the marketable capacity and the resources
to be committed as soon as
possible-when the Corps of Engineers
operating procedures are known, the marketable capacity should be determined;
that contract rate of delivery values must
be specified in the contract; and that
there should be niinimum resource values
set forth in the post-2000 contracts. While
Western understands the concern that
actual contract rate of delivery values
need to be in contracts extending
resources, or that some minimum
resource values be established, there
remains a need to retain the flexibility to
respond to changing circumstances In the
short term. The development and completionof the Missouri River Master
Operating Manual EIS is one of those
changing circumstances. Western will
work with customers to determine the
resources and marketable capacity to be
committed as soon as possible after the
Corps operating procedures are known. If
no better information is available, for initial IRE planning purposes, Western will
provide existing customers with estimated
resource commitments (based upon application of the percentages set forth in this
final rule to the resources currently under
contract).
Customers commented that contracts
should be offered upon publication of the
final rule, as the added certainty would
promote quality integratedresource planning; that customers are already required
to prepare and implement IRPs under the
Energy Policy Act and there is no'need for
a further incentive to encourage IRP; that
contracts should be offered upon issuance
of the EIS Record of Decision^ubject to
the submission of the customer's initial
IRP; that customers willfindit difficult to

develop IRPs without knowing Western's
exact commitment; and that it may be
necessary to delay the signing of Eastern
Division contracts if appropriate delivery
arrangements to Native Americans cannot
be worked o u t Western agrees with the
comments that individual customer contract offers for those projects initially covered under the Power Marketing Initiative
should be made before individual customers are required by Western to submit
an IRP. By adopting this approach, the
new penalty provisions under the extension contracts will be effective and available if an IRP or small customer plan is
unsatisfactory. In 905.37 of thisfinalrule,
Western has adopted the approach that
Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin ProgramEastern Division extension contracts may
be offered 30 days after publication of this
Federal Register notice. This approach
provides more certainty to customers by
advancing the date of the contract offer,
but retains a powerful incentive for quality and timely integrated resource planning
by making the penalties mandated by
EPAct immediately applicable pursuant to
the terms of the extension contract
Contracts for extensions of resources for
the Loveland Area Projects will not be
offered until the analysis of potential
resource adjustments in 1999 has been
completed and any adjustments are implemented. Existing power sales contracts
require that this analysis be completed by
1996.
It was also suggested that the Salt Lake
City Area/Integrated Projects marketing
plan, Glen Canyon EIS and replacement
power study should be expedited, with
contract extensions accomplished concurrent with the Record of Decision on the
SLCA/EP marketing plan EIS. Western
agrees that customer resource certainty is
promoted by expediting the Salt Lake City
Area/Integrated Projects marketing plan,
the Glen Canyon EIS and the replacement
power study. Western is making every
effort to complete the processes we are
managing, and is working with the Bureau
of Reclamation to help complete the Glen
Canyon EIS as welL Western will evaluate
application of the PMI to the SLCA/EP
after its electric power marketing EIS is
completed and the associated marketing
criteria and contract changes are implemented.
v

ll.Other Marketing Issues
a. Background
Historically, Western has marketed firm
power at a level defined in projectspecific
marketing criteria. During periods of
drought, Western has purchased finning
power to meet the obligations defined in

the marketing criteria. When water conditions are good, surplus energy (and occasionally surplus capacity) may be available for sale on a short-term basis.
Typically, these surpluses are sold to
regional utilities. These regional utilities
may or may not be long-term firm power
customers; these sales are often made to
both preference entities and investor
owned utilities.
Historically, Western's project-specific
marketing approach has been based upon
public comment and policy decisions
m3de during the development of specific
marketing criteria. Some resources are
marketed on a resource pattern basis,
while others are based on the load pattern
of the customer.
Western proposed to extend a major
percentage of the power currently committed to existing customers beyond the
expiration date of existing contracts.
Western is not proposing to acquire new
resources to meet customer load growth.
b. Comments and Discussion
A number of commenters supported the
current definition of Pick-Sloan Missouri
Basin Program-Eastern Division marketable resources and the marketing criteria. Any change should take place under a
separate public process after consultation
with customers. Several commenters suggested that existing preference entities
should have a right of first refusal to all
non-firm power at the price of production
and transmission and that non-firm energy
should be sold to customers that demonstrate feasibility of purchase in their IRP,
and when that customer can firm the
hydroelectric energy. They also suggested
that resources made available as a result
of penalty impositions should be marketed to customers of the same Area Office.
There were numerous comments on
how to establish the marketable capacity.
Some suggested that a separate approach
may help maximize the capacity Western
has available to market Several of
Western's customers are power suppliers
that have energy flexibility with their own
resources. If that flexibility can be utilized by Western to minimize their risk in
high or low water years, the Western
capacity could be based on something
other thana lower decile water year such
as a higher percentage of average hydrology. This would be a departure from the
load pattern type resource. In bad water
years, the deliveries would be lower, and
the deliveries would be higher in good
water years. This would nunimize the
purchase and sale of firming energy.
Marketable capacity might be based on
average water conditions if the customers
could handle some of the swings.
1«

Changes to Western's project-specific
marketing policies are not appropriate in
a Western-wide initiative such as the
Energy Planning and Management
Program. Adjustments in Western's current marketing approach for a specific
project can be appropriately addressed in
a separate project-specific proceeding at a
later date. The extension formula provides for a pro rata commitment to existing customers, based upon the resource
available at the end of the term of existing
contracts. Changes in marketing
approaches are best addressed at that
time on a project-specific basis and not
during the Western-wide development of
thePML Marketing issues that might be
appropriate for discussion at that time
include policies for sale of non-firm energy, departurefroma load pattern resource
and adjusting the firm powerrisklevel to
a different percentage.
Several comments were received on the
proposal to restrict transfers of Pick-Sloan
Missouri Basin Program-Eastern Division
allocations held by the State of South
Dakota and the Department of Defense.
Under existing contracts, these two customers have enjoyed theflexibilityto
transfer Western's hydropower and concentrate allocations in specific locations
with the goal of maximizing the benefits
of Federal hydropower. This contractual
right exposes supplemental power suppliers to load variations, undermining the
resource stability which promotes quality
integrated resource planning. By proposing some restrictions in thefinalrule on
thisflexibilityin the contracts extending
resources, Western intends to create a
more stable resource commitment to customers that would benefit regional planning, and make futurefirmpower customer contracts more consistent and equitable.
Contrary to the comments of the Air.
Force, thefinalrule does not require that
an entire allocation be lost upon base closure after 2000. Movements of allocations
are allowed when the contract rate of
delivery exceeds the load at a particular
site; this would be the case when a base
closes,
Thefinalrule does not impose unfair or
unusual constraints on government customers. If anything, the regulations treat
Federal and state government the same as
other Eastern Division customers by
removing an advantage other customers
do not enjoy. While this provision may
impact power costs for the Air Force and
the state of South Dakota, broader regional advantages are also realized from the
increase in power supply stability.
The seasonal proportional-share concept does not violate least-cost principles.

This same approach has been used in alloOn the issue of customerfinancingof
cations to new customers in many historic improvements to project facilities,
project-specific marketing plans.
Western has decided to retain its flexibiliSeveral commenters recommended that
ty to address unique opportunities in a taiWestern maximize the stability of the
lored manner as opposed to establishing a
planning environment, and do everything
Western-wide policy. In the past, Western
possible to control costs and identify the
has made increases in capacity/energy
costs of other agencies that adversely
available to the financing customer.
impact the cost of power. They also sugWestern continues to believe this concept
gested that Western recognize the potenmakes sense, and will likely apply it in the
tial structural changes in the electric utili- future under most circumstances.
ty industry by beginning a meaningful diaCommenters applauded Western's decilogue on unbundling of services and must
sion to continue to provide transmission
avoid new subsidies or perpetuating old
access for renewables and endorsed
ones. A further suggestion was that
Western marketing a variety of products
Western should further unbundle services
out of the Central Valley Project Western
to expand Western's customer base and
appreciates this supportive feedback.
those receiving project benefits.
One commenter remarked that access
Western is committed to enhancing
to Western hydropower should be based
resource stability through control of
on customer adoption of a mix of convencosts. Many positive steps have been
tional, renewable, and demand-side
taken to reduce Western's expenses, and
resources. This commenter believes that
more are planned for the future. Western
contract renewals should be a reward for
intends to be responsive to customer
DSM implementation. Western declines
needs and utility industry changes. This
to allocate power based on customer
responsiveness includes a willingness to
adoption of a mix of conventional, renewenter into a meaningful dialogue on
able and demand-side resources. Nor will
unbundling of services. Most recently, a
contract renewals be a reward for DSM
dialogue on this subject has taken place
implementation. Resource extensions
among Western and Central Valley Project should be the foundation for customer
customers. Western agrees with the comIRP, and not a carrot to induce the selecment that new subsidies must be avoided
tion of some preconceived resource ideal
and old subsidies must be eliminated.
Integrated resource planning should lead
Western will take advantage of consultato the selection of resources based on
tion opportunities with customers to max- their individual merits as determined
imize communication.
through the ERP process. Western
addressed at length the issue of incentives
One commenter was concerned that in
in
the responses to comments that were
the responses to comments that were part
part of the Federal Register notice of
of the proposed rule, Western makes the
August 9,1994. That discussion is still
statement that it has no general legal
valid and is incorporated as a response to
obligation to acquire additional resources
these comments.
to meet the load growth of its customers.
They felt that this statement is unnecesAllocations from project-specific
sary and constrains the considerable
resource pools will be completed before
authority given to Western by the Tenth
contracts with existing customers expire.
Circuit Court of Appeals.
Power that is reserved for new customers
Western does not intend the publication but not allocated and resources offered
but not placed under contract will be
of the proposed Program or thisfinalrule
offered to existing customers that conto limit Western's legal authorities recogtributed to the resource pooL Western
nized by the Tenth Circuit Court of
expects that allfirmpower win be marketAppeals in Salt Lake City eta! v. Western
ed. Withdrawal mechanisms will exist for
Area Power Administration, etaL, 926
purposes described in thefinalregulaF.2nd 974 (10th Cir. 1991). However,
tions.
Western does not have the legal authority
to acquire resources to meet customer
D. Other Issues
load growth.
Several commenters supported efficien- • 1. Support of Renewables
cy improvements to existing project facilia. Background
ties, and asked that customers have a
right offirstrefusal to participate Any
In the proposed rule, Western stated
increases in capacity/energy should be
that consideration would be given to the
made available to the financing customer,
allocation of power from project-specific
or as a substitute for other firming
resource pools tofirmup renewable
resources. Western should commence a
resources.
process along the lines of NCPA's 1992
proposal to the House Interior Committee. b. Comments and Discussion

Western received several comments
that strongly support the concept of making power available to preference entities
to firm up renewable resources. Those
comments stated that firming renewables
would expand that marketplace for
renewables and facilitate the further
development and commercialization of
this technology; that the initial pools for
the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin ProgramEastern Division and the Loveland Area
Projects be increased to 6 percent of the
available resource, wrthlialf of the
increased pool being dedicated to help
firm up renewables; and that the
increased experience and economies of
scale would make renewables more
attractive and cost-effective and renewable investments would help utilities
diversify against future fuel price and
environmental risks. However, one commenter stated that funding renewable or
nontraditional power supply may be a
worthy social objective, but this is not
Western's role and incentives to encourage non-traditional resources should be
developed at the community level through
the customer IRP process.
Western has astrong desire to support
the development of renewables. Western
has in the past and plans in the future to
assure the continued progress of renewable resources as an important national
resource. The following examples demonstrate Western's commitment
In the Eastern Division of the PickSloan Missouri Basin Program, the MidContinent Area Power Pool (MAPP) has in
place a means to accredit capacity for
renewable resources based on historical
performance. Accreditation relieves the
renewable resource owner from the cost
of purchasing power reserves due to the
intermittent nature of power production
by this type of resource. If a Western customer is not a MAPP member, Western
may act as an agent for the customer to
gain MAPP accreditation of capacity for
the renewable resource.
Recently, Western has committed to
undertake a market assessment of the
potential for solar power in the southwestern United States as part of the Solar
Enterprise Zone (SEZ) initiative. Western
has offered its marketing, transmission
and power system operations expertise to
the SEZ.
Western has been active in promoting
renewable energy in partnership with
Native American Indians. Western, in
coordination with the Navajo Nation, the
Department of Energy and Sandia
National Laboratory, has supplied forty
photovoltaic units to the Navajo Tribal
Utility Authority for installation at remote
homes on the Navajo reservation. As

extensions of distribution lines to these
remote locations would be prohibitively
expensive, installation of photovoltaic
technology is a commercially viable alternative. Western has contributed to. an
assessment of the wood fuel supply on the
White Mountain Apache tribe reservation
to determine the quantity of this fuel available for power cogeneration. To promote
Indian health, Western is contributing to
the Navajo Rootfuel Promotion project,
which will evaluate the feasibility of grow-"
ing and harvesting rootfuels to replace
coal as a fuel in Indian homes. Another
example of a partnership between
Western and Native Americans is an
assessment of the feasibility of producing
biogas fuel from solid wastes to meet the
needs of remote Navajo villages and cluster homes.
In addition to sponsoring many workshops and publishing numerous publications on IRP, Western has. created the
Resource Planning Guide, a technical
assistance tool that will help customers to
prepare integrated resource plans as
required by section 114 of the Energy
Policy Act of 1992. The RPG is a personal
computer-based piece of software that
will allow customers to evaluate renewable resources as a.future resource.
Western's Sacramento Area Office has
provided technical'assistance for a feasibility analysis of using wind-generated
energy at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory. If the analysis is favorable,
Western will work with the laboratory to
develop the use of wind energy. Western
has also made its transmission system
available to wheel power from wind generation to load.
Most recently, Western has taken steps
to implement its commitment to use principles of integrated resource planning for
its resource acquisition and transmission
planning activities. Demand-side and
renewable resource options will be con- sidered side-by-side with thermal generation purchase opportunities. The implementation of the commitment to use principles of integrated resource planning is
described in a Federal Register notice
published on June 9,1995 (60 FR 30533).
Although strongly supportive of renewable resources, Western believes that the
concept of setting aside a portion of
Western's purchase power appropriations
exclusively to acquire renewables is best
addressed through project-specific implementation of IRP principles.
While Western wants the ability to support renewable resources through allocations from project-specific resource pools,
it is premature to designate a portion of
the pool exclusively for the support of
renewable resources. Western's resource

pool reservations are for use beginning in
the year 2000 for the Eastern Division of
Pick-Sloan. Western does not want to
commit a block of power today for the
benefit of renewable technologies, when
the targeting of resource pool power can
take place more effectively nearer the
date that existing contracts expire and
regional needs are better known.
Devotion of a block of power today to a
single use, such as fostering renewables,
could work to the disadvantage of other
pool uses, such as allocation of power to
American Indians. Western reserves the
right to allocate resource pool power in
support of renewables, but will not now'
exercise that right
2. Project Use
a. Background
Project use power is that power
reserved to meet project needs pursuant
to law, such as pumping irrigation water.
Power in excess of that needed for project
use is available to Western for allocation.
Western made no proposal to change the
definition of project use power in the proposed Program.
b. Comments and Discussion
One comment stated that Western
should maintain the current definition of
project use and that an allocation of PickSloan power to the Garrison Diversion
Conservancy District is important to them
under present operations and absolutely
essential for future requirements. Given
the Garrison Diversion Unit reformulation
legislation passed by Congress in 1986, the
commenter thought consideration should
be given to a specific power allocation on
reserve in their name for operation of
facilities authorized in the 1986 legislation. Any change in the suballocation of
costs should take into account the interests of the irrigation districts. This commenter also stated that all long-term contracts should have provisions for withdrawal to meet the pumping power needs
of the Garrison Diversion Unit, as farmers
need reasonably priced electricity for use
onthetarm.
Project use power is not allocated but is
reserved pursuant to the authorizing legislation for each project Since Western
does not allocate project use power for
water pumping, this type of power is not a
part of the PML "Western'sfirmpower
contracts for the Eastern Division presently contain withdrawal provisions to meet
project use load as it develops. Future
contracts will contain similar withdrawal
language for project use.
Since these regulations do not address
any changes in the definition or scope of
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project use power for pumping purposes,
the suballocation of costs is similarly not
a part of the PML
DL Summary of Changes from the
Proposed Program
Western has made several revisions to
the proposed Program in response to public comments on the Federal Register
notice of August 9,1994. All references to
Program "procedures" have been deleted,
and replaced with "final rule" or "regulations" to better reflect section 114 of the
EPAct and the fact that the final rule will
be published in the Code of Federal
Regulations. Tlie final rule clearly separates the Program's provisions from the
explanatory text which has been shifted
to the supplemental explanation section.
To eliminate confusion, the definition and
use of the word "purchaser" was eliminated and replaced with "customer."
In the IRP subpart (subpart B), Western
broadened language relating to memberbased associations in recognition of our
wide variety of customers. Determination
of the small customer threshold of 25
gigawatthours (GWh) was changed to a 5
year average, instead of the proposed
annual measurement A customer's competitive situation was added as a factor in
the determination of the reasonableness
ofanlRP. Provisions relating to irrigation
districts were extended to other customers that serve water pumps and comparable equipment as part of their load.
The section dealing with the use of IRP
principles by Western was deleted, in
recognition of the completion of a separate public process (60 Federal Register
30533 (June 9,1995)) on this subject
Finally, clarifying changes were made in a
variety of areas, including penalties, IRP
action plans and progress reports, public
participation and small customer plans.
With regard to the Power Marketing
Initiative (PMT) provision (subpart C), the
term of contract has been extended from
18 to 20 years. For any project initially
covered by the PMI, offers of extension
contracts will take place no sooner than
the effective date of the final rule. For the
Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin ProgramEastern Division and the Loveland Area
Projects, the initial resource pool was
increased to 4 percent, while the two subsequent pool increments were reduced to
1 percent each. Application of the percentage extension for subsequent
resource pool increments was changed to
the resource that is under contract at the
time. The proposal to exempt customers
with contract rates of delivery of one MW
or less from contributions to the resource
pool was deleted, as was the proposed
new customer exemption from withCkl

drawals to form later resource pool increments. Delivery of the benefits of costbased Federal power to Indian tribes is
now directly allowed. Various clarifying
changes were also made in the PMI.
IV. Supplemental Explanation of the Rule
This section includes an explanation of
certain IRP provisions, and it also sets
forth Western's policy regarding the future
application of the Power Marketing
Initiative.Section 905.11(b)(3) addresses the concept of cost-effectiveness. Cost-effectiveness is basic to a resource evaluation and
therefore must be pursued. Western recognizes the criteria for determination of
least-cost options in each IRP will vary
among Western's customers because of
differences in their size, type, resource
needs, geographic area and competitive
situation. For Western's smaller customers, Western may approve an IRP that
is a generalized analysis which describes
the cost comparison processes utilized
and economic assumptions used. These
may be limited to, for example, the total
resource cost test for demand-side
resources and may involve use of simplified methods and procedures to analyze
important variations in supply-side characteristics such as service lives, construction periods, and price inflation influences. However, Western would expect
its larger customers to prepare a more indepth evaluation of demand and supply
resource cost effectiveness, on a comparable basis. This may include evaluation
of demand-side resources under some
combination of the total resource cost,
participant, rate impact measure, utility,
or societal tests; life-cycle screening and
screening curve analyses for the supplyside resources; production costing analysis; rate impact analysis;riskanalysis; and
impacts to the power supply chain as
applicable.
Full public participation is the subject
of section 905.11(b)(5). Western will not
require a customer to take any action
inconsistent with existing sunshine laws
and other open meeting requirements.
Given the wide diversity of customers that
Western serves and the variety of
resource planning circumstances that they
face, Western will not mandate that customers hold a specific number of public
meetings.
Section 905.12 describes how customers may be allowed to form an IRP
cooperative. Western believes the benefits ofjoint integrated resource planning
can be significant and encourages customer consideration of this approach
when an appropriate resource planning
"decision block" exists. Examples of such

a "decision block" are when all the entities
covered by an IRP are contained within a
power supply chain or regional entities
plan for joint supply-side, demand-side,
and/or renewable resources above and
beyond the Western resource, so long as
individual member responsibilities and
participation levels are identified.
Examples of entities likely to receive
Western's approval include (1) existing
first-level MBAs which were formed to
meet the load growth of their members
through supply-side resources, such as
G&T cooperatives; (2) existing secondlevel MBAs, such as organizations with
G&T cooperative members, which may be
granted IRP cooperative status due to the
magnitude and effort involved in development of such comprehensive IRPs; and (3)
new associations where potential members have not previously evaluated supplyside and demand-side resources on a joint
basis.
The criteria that will be used in evaluating IRPs are set forth in section 905.11(b).
Customers will make their own choices
regarding resource type, quantity, and timing in accordance with their IRP. Western
wflinot dictate resource choices.
Section 905.13(d) contains special irrigation district and water planning provisions. Irrigation and water utility customers may use information available
from an extension service or a university
to judge the merits of a demand-side
resource opportunity; there is no requirement to hire a consultant to independently
verify this kind of information. The customer's knowledge and experience should
be central in the integrated resource planning resource evaluation and selection
process.
Small customer plan requirements are
set forth in section 905.14. Western does
not expect small customers to expend a
significant amount of time and money to
acquire expertise and data to prepare
these plans. Western will be available to
assist customers in developing an appropriate strategy for preparing the plans.
Section 905.30 deals with the applicability of the Power Marketing Initiative. It „
limits the initial application of the PMI to
the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin ProgramEastern Division and the Loveland Area
Projects. Western's Program establishes
an overall framework for the marketing of
power, while recognizing that future
determinations must be made on a project-specific basis. Many project-specific
determinations are necessary before any
final decisions can be made on marketing
power. Such important, issues as the
resource available for marketing in the
future, the size of a resource pool, any
adjustments to the size of this pool, and

allocation criteria for new customers must
be decided on a project-specific basis,
with public input and appropriate environmental documentation.
Application of the PMI to the Central
Valley Project, Washoe Project and Salt
Lake City Area/Integrated Projects shall
not take place in the absence of a future,
project-specific evaluation and decision.
For Central Valley Project and Washoe
Project resources, all power contracts
between Western and its long-term firm
power customers expire in 2004, as do the
Western-Pacific Gas & Electric Company
contracts. Western is presently preparing
an environmental impact statement (EIS)
for the Sacramento Area Office (SAO)
2004 marketing plan. Western will not
make any decision at this time about
application of the PMI to SAO resources
for the post-2004 time period. The provisions of the PMI will be within the range
of alternatives in the SAO marketing plan
EIS for purposes of impact assessment
As a result of further analysis in the 2004
power marketing plan process, Western
may at a later date propose through the
public process adoption of the PMI for
SAOresourcesin the post-2004timeperiod. If the PMI provision is implemented,
Western estimates that an initial extension
level percentage would be similar to those
of the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin
Program-Eastern Division and the
Loveland Area Projects. The additional
resource pool increments described in
section 905.32 would also be applicable.
Application of the PMI to the Salt Lake
City Area/Integrated Projects (SLCA/IP)
resources will be evaluated after its electric power marketing EIS is completed
and the associated marketing criteria and
contract changes are implemented.
Western's ongoing project-specific EIS for
the SLCA/IP analyzes power marketing
between now and the year 2004. If the
PMI provision is implemented, Western
estimates that an initial extension level
percentage would be similar to'those of
the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin
Program-Eastern Division and the
Loveland Area Projects. The additional
resource pool increments described in
section 905.32 would also be applicable.
The resource pool size for SAO and
SLCA/IP resources will be determined
during a project-specific public process to
reflect the actual fair share needs of eligible new customers and other purposes, as
determined by Western.
Western will evaluate application of this
PMI to other Westernfirmpower contracts that expire after January 1,
2005-principauy the Parker-Davis and
Boulder Canyon Projects. This evaluation
wDl be published after a separate public

process and will take place no more than
10 years before termination of these contracts.
Any adjustment shall only take place.
after an appropriate public process. Withdrawals to serve project use and
other purposes provided for by contract
shall continue to take place based on
existing contractfmarketing criteria principles.
Section 905.32 addresses both resource
extensions and resource pool size.
. Western's policy on these subjects is as
follows. For the projects initially covered
under this PMI, the project-specific
resource pools (including both the initial
pool and future increments) could be as
large as 6 percent over the term of the
contracts. These percentages are based
on Western's judgment of the hydropower
needed to meet a fair share of the projected power needs of potential new customers in the applicable marketing area at
the time existing contracts expire.
Western will establish incremental
resource pools that make power available
for potential new customers over time,
without the disruptive influence of creating a large pool all at once, before the
need exists. Another purpose of incremental resource pools is to provide
Western with theflexibilityto meet new
needs that is necessary when long-term
contracts are offered to customers. The .
following table illustrates the timing and
size of the resource pool creation, as
applied to the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin
Program-Eastern Division and the
Loveland Area Projects.
Year

P^SMBP-ED

2001

.4%
4%

2004
2006

uptol%
uptol%

2009
2011
2014

LAP

up to 196
uptol%

. For the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin
Program-Eastern Division, both the State
of South Dakota (State) and the
Department of Defense (Defense) have
been allowed to transfer Western power
from one location to another. After existing contracts expire, Western will require
that power commitments to specific State
and Defense sites not be changed unless
the contract rate of delivery exceeds the
total load at that site. If the contract rate
of delivery exceeds the total load at a State
or Defense site, only the excess power at
that site may be transferred to other State
or Defense sites. Transfers are subject to
negotiation of transmission service con-

tracts for the delivery of transferred power.
To be consistent with requirements for
otherfirmpower deliveries, Western will
require the delivery of a proportional share
offirmPick-Sloan Missouri Basin ProgramEastern Division power at each State or
Defense site in both the summer and winter seasons. If a Defense installation or
facility is closed after the year 2000, the
allocation may be affected by the report
required in section 2929 of the 1993
National Defense Authorization Act, Pub.
L No. 103-160. Section 2929 requires the
Secretary of Energy, in consultation with
the Secretary of Defense, to submit a
report to Congress that must contain recommendations regarding the disposition of
hydroelectric power allocations to military
installations closed or approved for closure
outside of the marketing area the Central
Valley Project
In section 905.33, the PMI extension formula is described. If no better information
is available for initial IRP planning purposes, Western will provide existing customers with estimated resource commitments (based on application of the percentages set forth in these procedures to
the resources currently under contract).
Actualresource commitment numbers will
be developed and included in contracts as
soon as practicable.
New customer eligibility is addressed in
section 905.35. Western's policy on allocation of power to new customers in the
future is as follows. In order to increase
widespread distribution of hydropower
resources, Western will allocate a fair
share of power to eligible new preference
entities who do not have a contract with
Western or are not a member of a parent
entity that has a contract with Western.
The specific terms and conditions associated with allocations to new customers
will be determined during future, projectspecific public processes. All new applicants for power will be considered and be
given an opportunity to receive an allocation in accordance with Reclamation law.
For example, Western expects to make
allocations to Native American tribes (as
that term is defined in the Indian Self
Determination Act of 1975,25 U.S.C. §
450b) for use on the reservation and potentially off the reservation under certain circumstances as determined by Western.
Utility status will not be a prerequisite for
an allocation to Native American tribes.
Western will also consider making allocations to national parks and public mass
transit agencies. Western will consider
making power available to preference entities in support of fish and wildlife (such as
power to pump water to increase or
improve wildlife habitat) and tofirmup
renewable resources.

Proposals for providing allocations
directly to Native American tribes will be
developed on a project-by-project basis,
during the allocation of project-specific
resource pools.. Western will consider
arrangements for the delivery of the benefits of cost-based Federal power to Native
American tribes without utility status.
All potential new customers, both utilities and nonutilities, will be'required to
apply for power in a project-specific marketing plan by a date to be determined in
the project-specific process. All potential
new customers, except Native American
tribes, must be ready, willing, and able to
receive and distribute or use power from
Western. Ready, willing, and able means,
that (1) the potential customer has the
facilities needed for the receipt of power or
has made the necessary arrangements for
transmission and/or distribution service,
(2) the potential customer's power supply
contracts with third parties permit the
delivery of Western's power, and (3) metering, scheduling, and billing arrangements
are in place. limits on the power received
by any customer, as well as minimum load
requirements, may be adopted. If required
in project-specific marketing criteria, a
potential new customer is responsible for
transmission arrangements beyond
Western's system/points of delivery necessary to receive power from Western.
An existing customer will not be eligible
to receive power from a resource pool
unless Western provides otherwise on a
project-specific basis. A new customer
receiving power from a project-specific
resource pool will not be eligible to receive
additional power from a subsequently
available resource pool increment unless
Western provides otherwise onaprojectspedfic basis.
Existing power marketing criteria,
which will remain in effect unless amended
by the PMI, may be amended in the future
if necessary. Section 905.36 addresses the
relationship between existing marketing
criteria and the PML Any necessary
amendments to existing power marketing
criteria could be pursued at the time
Western determines the amount of
resource available after existing contracts
expire. For the Central Valley Project,
Western plans to develop future marketing
criteria during the 2004 Marketing Plan
process.
The process of implementing the PMI is
addressed in section 905.37. Modified contractual language will be required to place
resource extensions under contract For
all projects receiving resource extensions
under the PMI Western will develop alternative contractual language which would
al'ow the customer to assume the responsibility of acquiring resources tofirmup
no

Western's hydroelectric commitments to a
customer if the customer so chooses. The
timing of any offers of power to existing
Salt Lake City Area/Integrated Projects
customers for thetimeperiod after 2004
may be affected by the replacement power
process relating to loss of capacity due to
changes in operations at Glen Canyon
Dam. For the SLCA/EP, existing contracts
provide for potential resource adjustments
in 1999. No contracts will be offered to
existing customers for post-2004 SLCA/IP
resources until the analysis of potential
resources in 1999 has been completed and
any adjustments are implemented.
Existing power sales contracts require that
this analysis be completed by 1996.
Western is committed to providing IRP
technical assistance to customers. In section 905.40, Western will establish a program to assist customers with technical
questions or concerns relating to the development and implementation of an IRP or
small customer plan. Technical assistance,
which may include publications, workshops, conferences, individual assistance,
equipment loans, technology and resource
assessment studies, marketing studies, and
other mechanisms to transfer information
on energy efficiency and renewable energy
options and programs to customers, win be
provided under Western's energy services
functions. Customers will be kept
informed of the technical assistance available to them in support of their development and implementation of IRPs through
Western's energy services publications and
other communications efforts.
V. Regulatory Review
Western has an exemption from centralized regulatory review under Executive
Order 12866; accordingly, no clearance of
this notice by the Office of Management
, and Budget (OMB) is required.
VI. Review Under the Regulatory
Flexibility Act
The Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C.
601 et seq, reqtrires.federal agencies to
perform a regulatoryflexibilityanalysis if
a proposed regulation is likely to have a
significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. In the notice
proposing the Program, Western's
Administrator certified that this Program,
if promulgated, would not have a significant adverse economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. Western
did not receive any comments that
addressed the certification.
VTL Review Under the Paperwork
Reduction Act
In accordance with the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1980,44 U.S.C. 3501-

3520, Western has received approval from
OMB for the collection of customer information in this rule, under control number
1910-1200.
VnL Review Under the National
Environmental Policy Act
Western has completed an environmental impact statement on the Program, pursuant to the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969. The Record of
Decision was published (60 FR 53181) in
the Federal Register on October 12,1995.
DC Review Under Executive Order 12612
Executive Order 12612 requires review
of regulations or rules for any substantial
direct effects on States, on the relationship between National Government and
the States, or on the distribution of power
and responsibilities among various levels
of Government This rule carries out the
requirements of EPAct in a manner that
reflects comity between the States and the
United States Government Western has
assessed this rule in light of the criteria in
Sections 2 through 5 of Executive Order
12612. Western has determined that the
rule is consistent with those criteria, and
that the rule will not impose significant
costs or burdens on States or affect the
States' ability to discharge traditional
State functions.
X.- Review Under Executive Order 12778
Section 2 of Executive Order 12778
instructs each agency to adhere to certain
requirements in promulgating new regulations. These requirements, set forth in
section 2(a) and (b)(2), include eliminating drafting errors and needless ambiguity, drafting the regulations to minimize litigation, providing clear and certain legal
standards for affected legal conduct, and
promoting simplification and burden
reduction. Agencies are also instructed to
make every reasonable effort to ensure
that regulations define key terms and are
clear on such matters as exhaustion of
administrative remedies and preemption.
The Department certifies that today's regulatory action meets the requirements of
section 2(a) and (b)(2) of Executive Order
12778.
XL list of Subjects in 10 CFR 905
Electric Power, Electric Utilities,
Energy, Energy Conservation,
Hydroelectric Power and Utilities.
Issued in Golden, Colorado, September
'21,1995.
J. M. Shafer
Administrator

For the reasons set forth in the preamble, *ntle 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations is amended by adding a new
part to read as set forth below.
PART 905-ENERGY PLANNING AND
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Subpart A-General Provisions

905.1
905.2

Purpose.
Definitions.

Subpart B-Jntegrated Resource.
Planning

905.10 Applicability.
905.11 integrated resource plan
Contents.
905.12 Submittal procedures.
505.13 Approval criteria.
905.14 Small customerplan.
905.15 Processing oflGPs and small
customer plans.
905.16 Annual IRP progress reports.
905.17 Noncompliance.
905.18 Administrative appeal process.
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905.21 Program review.
Subpart C-Power Marketing initiative

905.30 Purpose and applicability.
905.31 Term.
905.32 Resource extensions and '
resource pool size.
905.33. Extension formula.
905.34 Adjustment provisions.
905.35 New customer eligibility.
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905.37 Process.

Subpart D-Energy Services
905.40 Technical assistance.
Authority: 42 U.S.C. §§ 7152 and 7191;
32 StaL 388, as amended; and 42 U.S.C. §§
7275-7276C.
Part 905-ENERGY PLANNING AND
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Subpart A-General Provisions
905.1

Purpose

The purposes of the Energy Planning
and Management Program (Program) are
to implement section 114 of the Energy
Policy. Act of 1992 (EPAct) and to extend
the Western Area Power Adnmustration's
(Western) long-termfirmpower resource
commitments in support of customer integrate resource planning.
905.2

Definitions

Administrator means the

Adrainistrator of Western.
Applicable integrated resource plan or
applicable IRP, when used with reference
to a customer, means the integrated
resource plan (IRP) approved by Western
under these regulations for that customer.
Customer means any entity that purchasesfirmcapacity, with or without
energy,fromWestern under a long-term
firm power contract The term includes a
member-based association (MBA) and its •
distribution or user members that receive
direct benefitfromWestern's power.
Integrated resource planning means a
planning process for new energy
resources that evaluates the full range of
alternatives, including new generating
capacity, power purchases, energy conservation and efficiency, cogeneration and
district heating and cooling applications,
and renewable energy resources, in order
to provide adequate and reliable service
to a customer's electric consumers at the
customer's or member's lowest system
cost The process shall take into account
necessary features for system operation,
such as diversity, reliability, dispatchability, and other factors of risk; shall take
into account the ability to verify energy
savings achieved through energy efficiency and the projected durability of such
savings measured over time; and shall
treat demand and supply resources on a
consistent and integrated basis.
Least-cost option means an option for
providing reliable electric services to electric consumers which will,, to the extent
practicable, numnuzelife-cycle system
costs, including adverse environmental
effects, of providing such service. To the
extent practicable, energy efficiency and
renewable resources may be given priority in any least-cost option.
Long-termfirmpower contract means
any contract with Western for the sale of
firm capacity, with or without energy,
which is to be delivered over a period of
more than 1 year. This term includes contracts for the long-term sale of power
from the Boulder Canyon Project
Member-based association or MBA
means (1) an entity composed of utilities
or user members or (2) an entity which
acts as an agent for, or subcontracts with,
but does not assume power supply •
responsibility for its principals or subcontractors, who are its members.
Small customer means a customer
with total annual sales or usage of 25
GWh or less, as averaged over the previous 5 years, which is not a member of a
joint action agency or a generation and
transmission (G&T) cooperative with
power supply responsibility, and that
Westernfindshas limited economic, managerial, and resource capability to conx

duct integrated resource planning.
Western means the Western Area
Power Administration.
Subpart B-integrated Resource
Planning
905.10 Applicability.

(a) Each customer of Western must
address its power resource needs in an
IRP prepared and submitted to Western as
provided herein, except fon
(1) Those meeting the criteria for a
small customer as detailed in section
905.14 of these regulations; and
(2) State-regulated, investor-owned utilities.
(b) Nothing in these regulations shall
require a customer to take any action
inconsistent with a requirement imposed
by the Rural Utilities Service or a state
utility commission which receives IRP filingsfromthat customer.
905.11 Integrated Resource Plan
Contents.

(a) An integrated resource plan should
support customer-developed goals and
schedules. The plan should evaluate the
full range of practicable alternatives for
energy resources, and include:
(1) an assessment of resources on an
equitable basis, where supply-side,
demand side, and renewable resources
are compared on a fair and accurate basis
to determine an appropriate low-cost
resource portfolio, and
(2) an integration of all options in a
comprehensive manner.
(b) IRPs must consider electrical energy resource needs and may consider, at
the customer's option, water, natural gas,
and other energy resources. Each IRP
submitted to Western must satisfy the following requirements of section 114 of
EPAct:
(1) Identification and Comparison of All
Practicable Energy Efficiency and Energy
Supply Resource Options. This is an
assessment and comparison of existing
and future supply- and demand-side
resource options available to a customer
based upon its size, type, resource needs,
geographic area, and competitive situation. Identification of resource options
evaluated by the specific customer, or
members in the case of IRP cooperatives
or MBAs, must be provided. The options
evaluated should relate to the resource
situation unique to each Western customer as determined by profile data (such
as service area, geographical characteristics, customer mix, historical loads, projected growth, existing system data, rates,
andfinancialinformation) and load forecasts.

(i) Supply-side options include, but are
not limited to, purchased power contracts,
conventional or renewable generation
options.
(ii) Demand-side options alter the
customer's use pattern in a manner that
provides for an improved combination of
energy services at least cost to the customer and the ultimate consumer.
(iii) Considerations that may be used to
develop the potential options include cost,
market potential, consumer preferences,
environmental impacts, demand or energy
impacts, implementation issues, revenue
impacts, and commercial availability.
@v) The IRP discussion comparing
resource options must include: (A) the
method or rationale used to select the
options to be compared, (B) the options
evaluated, (C) the assumptions and costs
related to the options, and (D) the evaluation methods, including any quantitative
and qualitative methods used to compare
the resource options.
(2) An IRP must include an action plan covering a minimum period of 5 years
describing specific actions the customer '
will take to implement its IRP. This plan
must outline both short-term (2 years) and
long-term (5 years) actions proposed for
implementation during the period covered
by the plan. The action plan must summarize the load profile data and address the
results of the resource evaluation. Where
a customer is implementing integrated
resource planning in response to State,
Federal, and other initiatives, Western will
accept action plans of other than 2 and 5
years if they substantially comply with
EPAct
For those customers not experiencing or anticipating
load growth, the action plan requirement
for the IRP may be satisfied by a discussion of current actions and procedures in
place to reevaluate periodically the possible future need for new resources. The
action plan must include the following
four items:
(i) Actions the customer expects to
take in accomplishing the goals identified
in the IRP;
(ii) Milestones to be used to evaluate
accomplishment of those actions during
implementation;
(iii) Quantified estimated energy and
capacity benefits for each action planned;
and
(iv) Estimated or proposed costs for
implementing each action.
(3) An IRP must designate least-cost
options to be utilized by the customer.
. This requires a comparative evaluation of
supply- and demand-side resources using
a consistent economic evaluation method.
This evaluation should identify the most
cost-effective energy services to the conoe

sumer, taking into account reliability, economics, price, adverse environmental
effects, risk, and all other factors influencing the quality of energy services. The
analysis should consider impacts on sup-,
pliers, distribution entities, and end-use
consumers, as applicable. The resource
selection process and criteria must be
explicit and identify the rationale for
selection. An IRP may strike a reasonable
balance among the applicable evaluation
factors, as opposed to a plan which seeks
to optimize any single criterion.
Exceptions to least-cost-based decisions
may be made if the customer explains the
basis for the decision and can show in the
IRP that decisions were based on a reasonable analysis of resource options and
environmental effects, were based on
response to public input, or were required
by Federal or State mandates.
(4) To the extent practicable, the customer shall minimize adverse environmental effects of new resource acquisitions
and document these efforts in. the IRP.
Customers are neither precluded from nor
required to include a quantitative analysis
of environmental externalities,as apart of
their integrated resource planning
process. Customers are required to
include a qualitative analysis of environmental effects.
(5) In the preparation and development
of an IRP (or any revision or amendment
of an IRP), ample opportunity for full public participation shall be provided. The
IRP shall describe how the customer gathered information from the public, identified public concerns, shared information
with the public, and responded to public
comments.
(i) Member-based associations and
their members must demonstrate public
participation in the preparation and development, revision, or amendment of the
IRP. No specific numberof meetings is
required.
(ii) As part of the public participation
process, the governing body of an MBA
and each MBA member (such as a board
of directors or city council) must approve
the IRP, confirming that all requirements
have been met MBA and member
approvals must be indicated by signature
of a responsible official in the IRP submitted to Western or by documentationof
passage of an approval resolution by the
appropriate governing body included or
referred to in the IRP submitted to
Western.
(ui) For Western customers that do not
purchase for resale, such as Federal and
State government agencies, the public participation requirement is satisfied if there
is review and concurrence by a top management official with resource acquisition
x

responsibility, and the concurrence is
noted in the IRP submitted to Western.
(6) An IRP must include load forecasting. Load forecasting should include data
which reflects the size, type, resource
conditions, and demographic nature of the
customer using an accepted load forecasting methodology, including but not limited
to the time series, end-use, and econometric methods.
(7) Customers must provide methods of
validating predicted performance in order
to determine whether objectives in the
IRP are being met These validation methods must include identification of the
baseline from which a customer will measure the benefits of its IRP implementation. Baseline data that is unavailable
should be identified. A reasonable balance must be struck between the cost of
data collection and the benefits resulting
from obtaining exact information.
905.12 Submittal Procedures.
(a) An IRP submitted to Western for
approval must have sufficient detail for
Western to confirm it meets the requirements of these regulations. Only one IRP
is required per customer, regardless of the
number of long-term firm power contracts
between the customer and Western.
(b) Customers may submit IRPs to
Western under one of the following
options:
(1) Customers may submit IRPs individually.
(2) MBAs may submit individual IRPs
for each of their members or submit one
IRP on behalf of all or some of their members, that specifies the responsibilities
and participation levels of individual
members and the MBA. Such IRP or IRPs
shall constitute the MBA's IRP where the
MBA subcontracts or acts as an agent but
does not assume power supply responsibility. Any member of an MBA may submit an individual IRP to Western in lieu of
inclusion in an MBA IRP.
(3) Integrated resource planning cooperatives approved by Western pursuant to
(d) below must submit an IRP for its
members.
(4) Customers that Western determines
to be small customers pursuant to section
905.14 may submit a small customer plan
in lieu of an IRP.
(c) Schedules.
(1) Except as provided in paragraph (C)
of this section (2), customers must submit
their initial IRP to the appropriate Area
Manager no later than 1 year after the
effective date of this rule, or after becoming a customer, whichever is later.
Approved IRP cooperatives shall be
allowed 18 months from Western's
approval of the IRP cooperative request to

submit an initial 1RP.
(2) Every customer must provide written notification to Western if it intends to
seek approval for IRP cooperative or
small customer status. This notification
must be provided by the customer to the
Western Area Manager of the Area in
which the customer is located by [30 days
from the effective date of these regulations] or within 30 days from the time it
becomes a customer, whichever is later.
(3) If an IRP submittal is found to be
insufficient after Western review, a notice
of deficiencies will be provided to the
entity that submitted the IRP. Western,
working together with the customer, will
determine the time allowable for resubmitting the IRP. However, the time
allowed for resubmittal will not be greater
than 9 months after the date of the disapproval, unless otherwise provided by contract language in effect as of the effective
date of these regulations.
(4) Updated IRPs must be submitted to
the appropriate Area Manager every 5
years after Western's approval of the initialffiP.
(5) Amendments and revisions to IRPs
may be submitted at any time.
(d) Western shall respond to IRP cooperative status requests within 30 days of
receipt If a request for IRP cooperative
status is disapproved, the requesting customers must submit their initial IRPs no
later than 1 year after the date of the letter
of disapproval. Any subsequent requests
by customers for IRP cooperative status
will be responded to by Western within 30
days of receipt of the request Western's
approval of IRP cooperative status will
not be based on any potential member's
contractual status with Western.
905.13 Approval Criteria.
(a) IRP or small customer plan approval
will be based upon:
(1) whether the IRP or small customer
plan satisfactorily addresses the criteria in
these regulations; and
(2) the reasonableness of the IRP or
small customer plan given the size, type,
resource needs, geographic area, and
'competitive situation of the customer.
(b) Western will review resource choices in accordance with section 114 of
EPAct and these regulations. Western will
disapprove IRPs if resource choices do
not meet the reasonableness test set forth
in (a)(2) of this section and the provisions
of section 114 of EPAct
(c) Where a customer or group of customers implements integrated resource
planning under a program responding to
other Federal, State, or other initiatives,
. Western shall accept and approve such a
plan as long as the IRP substantially com-

plies with the requirements of these regulations.
(d) In evaluating an IRP or small customer plan, Western shall consider water
planning, efficiency improvements, and
conservation in the same manner it considers energy planning and efficiencies.
Customers that provide water.utility services and customers that service irrigation
load as part of their overall load may
include water conservation activities in
the IRP. To the extent practical, customers should convert their water savings
to energy values.
905.14 Small Customer Plan.
(a) Small customers may submit a
request to prepare a small customer plan
in lieu of an IRP. Requests for small customer status must include data on total
annual energy sales and usage for the 5
years prior to the request This data will
be averaged to determine overall annual
energy sales and usage so that uncontrollable events, such as extreme weather, do
not distort Ievelized energy sales and
usage. Documentation of limited economic, managerial and resource capability
must also be included in a request
(b) Western shall respond to small customer status requests within 30 days of
receipt of the request If a request for
small customer status is disapproved, the
requesting customer must submit its initial IRP no later than 1 year after the date
of the letter of disapproval Any subsequent requests by customers for small
customer status will be responded to by
Western within 30 days of receipt of the
request
(c) Small Customer Plan Contents.
Small customer plans shall:
(1) consider all reasonable opportunities to meet future energy service requirements using demand-side management
techniques, new renewable resources, and.
other programs that will provide retail
consumers with electricity at the lowest
possible cost;
(2) minimize, to the extent practicable,
adverse environmental effects; and
(3) present in summary form the following information: 0) customer name,.
address, phone number, and contact person; (ii) type of customer; (iii) current
energy and demand profiles and data on
total annual energy sales and usage for the
previous 5 years; (iv) future energy services projections; (v) the manner in which
paragraphs (C)(1) and (2) of this section
were considered; and (F) actions to be
implemented over the next 5 years.
(d) The first small customer plan must
be submitted to the appropriate Western
Area Manager within 1 year after
Western's approval of the request for

small customer status. Small customers
must submit in writing a small customer
plan every 5 years.
(e) Maintenance of Small Customer
Status.
(1) Every year on the anniversary of
submittal of the plan, small customers
must submit a letter to Western verifying
that their annual energy sales or usage is
25 GWh or less averaged over the previous
5 years, and identifying their achievements against their targeted action plans.
The letter will be used for overall program
evaluation and comparison with the customer's plan, and for verification of continued small customer status.
(2) A customer ceases to be a small customer if it:
(i) exceeds total annual energy sales or
usage of 25 GWh, as averaged over the
previous 5 years,
(ii) becomes a member of a joint action
agency or G&T cooperative with power
supply responsibility, or
(lii) no longer has a limited economic,
managerial, and resource capability.
Western will work with a customer who
loses small customer status to develop an
appropriate schedule, no longer than 1
year, for submittal of an IRP.
(3) Membership in or contracting with
an MBA that does not have power supply
responsibility shall not affect a customer's
status as a small customer. Asmall customer plan or annual letter may be submitted by or through an MBA that does
not have power supply responsibility.
905.15 Processing of IRPs and Small
Customer Plans.
Western shall review all IRP and small
customer plan submittals and notify the
submitting entity of the plan's acceptability within 120 days after receipt
905.16 Annual IRP Progress Reports
.IRP progress reports must be submitted each year within 30 days of the
anniversary date of the approval of the
currently applicable IRP in such form and
containing such information as to
describe the customer's accomplishments
achieved pursuant to the action plan,
. including projected goals, implementation
schedules, and resource expenditures,
and energy and capacity benefits and
renewable energy developments achieved
as compared to those anticipated.
Measured values are preferred, but reasonable estimates are acceptable if measurement is infeasible or not cost-effective. In lieu of a separate progress report,
all information from the progress report
may be combined with any other report
that the customer submits to Western, at
the customer's discretion, if that report is
9.R

submitted within 30 days of the approval
anniversary date of the currently applicable ERP.
905.17 Noncompliance.

(a) The penalty set forth in this section
shall be imposed for failure to submit or
resubmit an IRP or small customer plan in
accordance with these regulations. The
penally also will be imposed when
Western finds that the customer's activities are not consistent with the applicable
IRP or small customer plan unless
Western finds that a good faith effort has
been made to comply with the approved
IRP or small customer plan.
(b) If it appears that a customer's activities may be inconsistent with the applicable IRP or small customer plan, Western
will so notify the customer and offer the^customer 30 days in which to provide evidence of its good faith effort to comply. If
the customer does not correct the specified deficiency or submit such evidence,
or if Westernfinds,after receipt of information from the customer, that a good
faith effort has not been made, a penalty
shall be imposed.
(c) Western shall provide written notice
of the imposition of a penalty to the customer, and to the MBA or IRP cooperative
where applicable. The notice must specify the reasons for imposition of the penalty.
(d) Imposition of Penalty.
(1) Beginning with the first full billing
period following the notice specified in
paragraph (c) of this section a surcharge
of 10 percent of the monthly power
charges will be imposed until the deficiency specified in the notice is cured, or until
12 months pass, provided that no such
penalty shall be immediately imposed if
the customer or its MBA or IRP cooperative has requested reconsideration by filing a written appeal with the appropriate
Area Manager, pursuant to 905.18.
(2) The surcharge imposed shall
increase to 20 percent for the second 12
months and to 30 percent per year thereafter until the deficiency is cured.
(3) After the-first 12 months of imposition of the surcharge and in lieu of imposition of any further surcharge, Western
may impose a penalty which would
reduce the resource delivered under a
customer's long-termfirmpower contract(s) by 10 percent The resource
reduction may be imposed either
(i) when it appears to Westerntobe
more effective to assure customer compliance, or
0i) when such reduction may be more
cost-effective for Western.
(4) The penalty provisions in existing
contracts will continue to be in effect and
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shall be administered and enforced in
. (d) A written appeal or use of alternaaccordance with such contract provisions. tive dispute resolution procedures does
not suspend other reporting and compli(e) The surcharge will be assessed on
the total charges for all power obtained by ance requirements under these regulations.
a customer from Western and will not be
limited tofirmpower charges. When a
905.19 Periodic Review by Western.
customer resolves the deficiencies, the
imposed surcharge or power withdrawal
.(a) Western will periodically review
will cease, beginning with thefirstfull
customer actions to determine whether
billing period after compliance is
they are consistent with the approved IRP.
achieved.
Small customer plans are not subject to
(f) In situations involving an IRP subthis periodic review.
mitted by a member-based association on
(b) Beginning 3 years after the effective
behalf of its members where a single
date of these regulations, Western shall
member does not comply, a penalty or
periodically review selected, representawithdrawal shall be imposed upon the
tive IRPs and the customer's implementaMBA on a pro rata basis in proportion to ' tion of the applicable IRP. These reviews
that member's share of the total MBA's
are in addition to, and separate and apart
power received from Western. In situafrom, the review of initial IRP submittals
tions involving noncompliance by a memand updated IRPs made under sections
ber of an IRP cooperative, any applicable
905.11 and 905.13 of these regulations.
penalty shall be imposed directly upon
(c) Western will review a representative
that member if it has afirmpower consample of IRPs from each of its marketing
tract with Western. If the IRP cooperative
areas. The representative samples will
member does not have afirmpower conconsist of IRPs that reflect the diverse
tract with Western then a penalty or withcharacteristics and circumstances of the
drawal shall be imposed upon the memcustomers that purchase power from
ber's MBA or parent-type entity on a pro
Western. At a minimum, Western will
rata basis in proportion to that member's
. review a sample of IRPs from the followshare of the total MBA's power received
ing:
from Western.
(1) IRPs indicating a need to acquire
resources in the IRP study period;
905.18 Administrative Appeal
(2) IRPs prepared by individual cusProcess.
tomers, IRP cooperatives, and memberbased associations; and
(a) If a customer disagrees with
(3) IRPs that do not show plans to
Western's determination of the acceptabilimplement DSM programs in the IRP
ity of its IRP submittal, its compliance
study period.
with an approved IRP, or any other com(d) Periodic reviews may consist of any
pliance issue, the customer may request
combination of review of the customer's
reconsideration byfilinga written appeal
annual IRP progress reports, telephone
with the appropriate Area Manager.
interviews, or on-site visits. Western will
Appeals may be submitted any time such
disagreements occur and should be specif- document these periodic reviews and
shall report on the results of the reviews
ic as to the nature of the issue, the reain Western's annual report
sons for the disagreement, and any other
pertinent facts which the customer
905.20 Freedom of Information Act
believes should be brought to Western's
attention. The Area Manager will respond
IRPs and associated data submitted to
within 45 days of receipt of the appeal. If
Western win be made available to the pubresolution is not achieved at the Area
lic unless Western has determined, purOffice level, a further appeal may then be
suant to 10 CFR Part 1004, that particular
made to the Administrator who will
information is exempt from public access
respond within 30 days of receipt
under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA). Customers may request confiden(b) Upon request, Western will agree to
use mutually agreeable alternative dispute tial treatment of all or part of a submitted
document under FOIA's exemption for
resolution procedures, to the extent
confidential business information.
allowed by law, to resolve issues or disMaterials so designated and which
putes relating to compliance with IRP
Western determines to meet the exemprequirements.
tion criteria in the FOIA will be treated as
(c) Western shall not impose a penalty
confidential and will not be disclosed to
while an appeal process is pending.
the public.
However, if the appeal is unsuccessful for
the customer, Western shall impose the .
905.21 Program Review.
penalty retroactively from the date the
penalty would have been assessed if an
Before January 1,2000, and at appropriappeal had not been filed.
ate intervals thereafter, Western shall ini-

Gate a public process to review these IRP
regulations in order to determine whether
the criteria for approval of ERPs should be
revised to reflect changes in technology,
needs, or other developments.
Subpart C-Power Marketing Initiative
905.30 Purpose and Applicability.
(a) The Power Marketing Initiative
(PMI) provides a framework for marketing Western's long-term firm hydroelectric
resources. For covered projects, Western
will make a major portion of the resources
currently under contract available to
existing long-termfirmpower customers
for a period of time beyond the expiration,
date of their current contracts.
(b) The Western projects covered by
this subpart are the Pick-Sloan Missouri
Basin Program Eastern-Division and the
Loveland Area Projects (LAP). The PMI
applies to covered projects to the extent it
is consistent with other contractual and
legal rights, and subject to any applicable
project-specific environmental requirements.
905.31 Term.
Western will extend resource commitments for 20 years from the date existing
contracts expire to existing customers
with long-termfirmpower contracts from
projects identified in section 905.30(b).
f

905.32 Resource Extensions and
Resource Pool Size.
(a) Western will extend a project-specific percentage of the marketable resource,
determined to be available at the time
future resource extensions begin, to existing customers with long-term firm power
contracts. The remaining unextended
power will be used to establish projectspecific resource pools. An initial level of
96 percent of the marketable resource will
be extended for the Pick-Sloan Missouri
Basin Program-Eastern Division and the
Loveland Area Projects.
(b) At two 5-year intervals after the
effective date of the extension to existing
customers, Western shall create aprojectspecific resource'pool increment of up to
an additional 1 percent of the long-term
marketable resource under contract at the
time. The size of the additional resource
pool increment shall be determined by
Western based on consideration of the
actual fair-share needs of eligible new customers and other appropriate purposes.
(c) The initial pool percentages shall be
applied to the marketable resource determined to be available at the time future
resource extensions begin. Subsequent
percentages shall be applied to the
resource under contract at the time.

(d) The additional resource pool increments shall be established by pro rata
withdrawals, on 2 years' notice, from
then-existing customers. Withdrawals
could be mitigated or delayed if good
water conditions exist
(e) Once the extensions for existing
customers and allocations to new cus-'
tomers from the resource pool have been
made, additional power resources may
become available for various reasons.
Any additional available resources will be
used as follows:
(1) If power is reserved for new customers but not allocated, or resources are
offered but not placed under contract, this
power will be offered on a pro rata basis
to customers that contributed to the
resource pool through application of the
extension formula in section 905.33.
(2) If power resources become available as a result of the enhancement of
existing generation, project-use load efficiency upgrades, the development of new
resources, or resources turned back to
Western, Western may elect to use this
power to reduce the need to acquire firming resources, retain the power for operational flexibility, sell these resources on a
short-term basis, or allocate the power.
(3) If resources become available due
to imposition of penalties pursuant to section 905.17, Western may make such ,
resources available within the marketing
area to existing customers that are in
compliance with Subpart B, subject to
withdrawal.
905.33 Extension Formula.
(a) The amount of power to be extended to an existing customer shall be determined according to this formula:
Customer Contract Rate of Delivery
(CROD) today/total project CROD under
contract today x project-specific percentage x marketable resource determined to
be available at the time future resource
extensions begin = CROD extended.
(b) Where contract rates of delivery
vary by season, the formula shall be used
on a seasonal basis to determine the
extended power resource. A similar pro
rata approach shall be used for energy
extensions.
(c) Determination of the amount of
resource available after existing contracts
expire, if significantly different from existing resource commitments, shall take
place only after an appropriate public
process.
(d) The formula set forth in paragraph
(a) of this section also should be used to
determine the amounts of firm power subject to withdrawal at 5-year intervals after
the effective date of the extension to
existing customers, except that the per-

centage used would be up to 1 percent for
each of the two withdrawal opportunities,
and the formula would use the customer
CROD, project CROD and the resource
under contract at the time.
905.34 Adjustment Provisions.
Western reserves the right to adjust
marketable resources committed to all
customers with long-termfirmpower contracts only as required to respond to
changes in hydrology and river operations,
except as otherwise expressly provided in
these regulations. Under contracts that
extend resources under this PMI, existing
customers shall be given at least 5 years'
notice before adjustments are made. New
customers may receive less notice. The
earliest that any notice under this section
shall become effective is the date that
existing contractual commitments expire.
Any adjustment shall only take place after
an appropriate public process.
Withdrawals to serve project use and other
purposes provided for by contract shall
continue to take place based on existing
contract/marketing criteria principles.
905.35 New Customer Eligibility.
(a) Allocations to new customers from
the project-specific resource pools established under section 905.32 shall be determined through separate public processes
in each project's marketing area. New
customers receiving an allocation must
execute a long-term firm power contract
to receive the allocated power and are
required to comply with the IRP requirements in this part Contracts with new
customers shall expire on the same date
asfirmpower contracts with all other customers of a project
(b) To be eligible for an allocation, a
potential new customer must be a preference entity, as defined in Reclamation
law, within the currently established marketing area for a project
(c) Entities that desire to purchase
power from Western for resale to consumers, including municipalities, cooperatives, public utility districts and public
power districts, must have utility status.
Native American tribes are not subject to
this requirement Utility status means that
the entity has responsibility to meet load
growth, has a distribution system, and is
ready, willing, and able to purchase power
from Western on a wholesale basis for
resale to retail consumers. To be eligible
to apply for power available from a project's initial resource pool, those entities
that desire to purchase Western power for
resale to consumers must have attained
utility status by December 31,1996, for
the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin ProgramEastern Division, and by September 30,
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2000, for the Loveland Area Projects. To
be eligible to apply for power from subsequent resource pool increments, these
entities must have attained utility status
no later than 3 years prior to availability
of the incremental addition to the
resource pool. Deadlines for attaining
utility status for other projects will be
established at a later date.
905.36 Marketing Criteria
Western shall retain applicable provisions of existing marketing criteria for
projects where resource commitments are
extended beyond the current expiration
date of long-term firm power sales contracts. Western must retain important .
marketing plan provisions such as classes
- of service, marketing area, and points of
delivery, to the extent'that these provisions are consistent with the PML The
PMT, eligibility and allocation criteria for
potential new customers, retained or
amended provisions of existing marketing
criteria, the project-specific resource definition, and the size of a project-specific
resource pool shall constitute the future marketing plan for each project
905.37 Process
Modified contractual language shall be
required to place resource extensions
under contract Resource extensions and
- allocations to new customers from the ini- rial resource pool will take effect when
existing contracts expire. These dates are
December 31,2000, for the Pick-Sloan
Missouri Basin Program-Eastern Division
and September 30,2004, for the Loveland
Area Projects. For the Pick-Sloan
Missouri Basin Program-Eastern-Division,
Western will offer contracts to existing
customers for resource extensions no
sooner than the effective date of the final
regulations. For the Loveland Area
Projects, existing contracts provide for
potential adjustments to'marketable
resources in 1999. No contracts will be
offered to existing customers for post- ' '
2004 Loveland Area Projects resources
until die analysis of potential resource
adjustments in 1999 has been completed
and any adjustments are implemented.
Existing power sales' contracts require
that this analysis be completed by 1996.
Subpart D • Energy Services
905.40 Technical Assistance
Western shall establish a program that provides technical assistance to customerstoconduct integrated resource
planning, implement applicable IRPs and
small customer plans, and otherwise comply with the requirements of these regula• rions.
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DISCLAIMER
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.

